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A study by the Portuguese Environment Agency
(APA) on the quality of Portugal’s underground
waters – or groundwater – has detected, in
some parts of the country, the presence of
pesticides that are prohibited by law.

T

he APA argues that, if
contamination is
already reaching
groundwater, a key
resource for human
consumption in times of drought,
it is because pesticides are being
used in very high concentrations.
These findings emerge at a time
when the Ministry of the
Environment has raised
concerns about recurring
drought situations that
increasingly hamper the refilling
of aquifers, as well as increasing
demand for these waters and the
degradation of their quality,
namely due to contamination
from agricultural sources.
In comments to radio station
TSF, the director of the APA’s
Department of Water Resources
sad that, since the start of the
hydrological year in October,
more than four thousand new
wells have been created as a
result of drought.
Felisbina Quadrado explained
that great care is needed in the
way the increasingly scarce
resource is used, stressing it
should only be used for the public
supply of water and namely
during periods of drought.
Conceding the issue is a
“complicated matter”, Ms.
Quadrado explained “we have
detected, in some places,
pesticide contamination that
concerns us, and some [of those]
substances are no longer
authorised in Portugal, so we
need to pay more attention to the

impacts that the intensification of
agricultural activity can have on
the quality of water”.
She added that these areas will
now be subject to measures to
remedy the problem, but more
important “is to avoid agricultural
practices that lead to excesses in
other areas”.
Without specifying the regions in
which the banned contaminants
were detected, Felisbina
Quadrado explains that they are,
naturally, “areas where
agricultural activity is more
intense”.
Regarding the presence of
banned substances in the
analysis carried out, the APA
stresses that today, “anyone can
buy what they want over the
internet”, and it is possible that
some might have been brought
to Portugal by Spanish farmers.
Above all, says Felisbina
Quadrado, it is important “to draw
attention to the fact that if these
substances are already reaching
our groundwater, they are being
used in very high concentrations,
in excess, which leads to them
seeping out when it rains” into
aquifers.
Eduardo Oliveira e Sousa,
president of the Confederation of
Farmers, argued that nature
takes time to “clear up mistakes
of the past”.
His view is that “the excesses that
may have been committed a few
years ago could still be
producing results in some
analyses”, and added that the

The high quantity of pesticides in Portugal’s groundwater becomes particular

use of pesticides and herbicides
in modern agriculture is
inevitable.
Felipe Duarte Santos, a climate
change expert, reiterated his
belief that intensive agriculture
“is not sustainable in the medium
and long term”.
The expert considers that it is
fundamental to apply “measures
to mitigate the impacts of this
type of agriculture, and a better
control over the authorisation of
drilling holes for groundwater

abstraction, controlling the use of
pesticides, and tighter
supervision”.
Mr. Santos stresses, however,
that for this to happen it is
“necessary to have the staff
available”.
“It is very positive that the APA
warns of this issue, but it is
important to say where it has
occurred for people to be
informed; the truth is always very
productive and healthy”, he
concluded.
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N News in Brief
Portuguese scientists believe raw food
parasites hold key to understanding cancer
Portuguese scientists have concluded that tiny parasites found in
raw foods like watercress could be key to better understanding
cancer. Researcher Mónica Botelho believes it is “fundamental” to
explore how such parasites, known as the common liver fluke, cause,
promote and impede tumours in human beings. That, she says could
consequently help develop new strategies to control, treat and
prevent malignant infections.

Faro schoolgirl killed in Hungary coach crash
A Faro schoolgirl has died during an Erasmus student exchange
trip to Hungary. The teenager has been identified as Laura Angélica
Bragança. She was killed in a coach crash as the vehicle was on its
way to Budapest airport last Friday. Another Algarve student was
hospitalised following the crash. Six students from Faro’s Pinheiro e
Rosa school were on the coach with other Erasmus participants.

Country hits highest number ever in selling
electric cars in 2018
The number of electric cars leaving showroom floors reached their
highest level on record during 2018. Data from the association of
electric car users point to just over 8,200 electric cars sold in 2018.
Sales last year increased by 95 percent compared to 2017 and were
at the same level for the previous eight years joined together. Latest
quarterly figures meanwhile suggest 2019 will be another record
year, rising 188 percent on the same period in 2018.

Teenager stabbed to death in Silves
A teenager has been stabbed to death in Silves. The 19-year-old
died after being stabbed near the church in São Bartolomeu de
Messines. Reports state the incident occurred as the teen from Algoz
was trying to defend a friend and stop a fight. He is understood to have
been stabbed in the chest by a 20-year-old from Messines.

‘Gaia Street Stage’ cancellation cuts Rali de
Portugal to 18 stages

rly evident during times of drought. (Photo: Lusa/Nuno Veiga)

WEATHER

Portugal cools down
After seeing the Mercury rise close to 40 degrees in parts of southern Portugal on
Wednesday, temperatures have started falling, plummeting by around ten degrees Celsius.
Lisbon: After a summery
midweek, temperatures will fall to
below 20 degrees Celsius in the
Portuguese capital over the
weekend, with scattered showers
forecast before the weather will
improve as the week progresses.

The South: With many cities
in the Algarve having seen
temperatures reach 36 degrees
on Wednesday, they will fall to 24
this Friday, before gradually
warming up to around the high
20’s.

The North: Highs in Porto are
not expected to exceed 16
degrees Celsius. Highs next
week should struggle to pass the
20-degree barrier as the north
remains mild and chilly in the
evenings.

The organisers of the Rali de Portugal car race have cancelled a
special ‘street stage’ in Vila Nova de Gaia because the municipality
decided “at the last minute and for internal questions” not to hold the
event. The ACP Portugal Car Club said the Rally will now be reduced
to 18 special timed stages. The 53rd edition of the Rali de Portugal
will be held between 30 May and 2 June.

81-year-old Albufeira man arrested for arson
An 81-year-old man from Albufeira has been arrested for arson. The
pensioner is believed to have been responsible for starting a fire
which occurred on 24 March in scrubland in Vale Rabelho, in Guia,
Albufeira. The man reportedly has a criminal record for similar
crimes. The arrest was made following an investigation conducted by
the Albufeira Public Prosecutor.
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Lisbon ranked world’s best and worst airport
in the same week
Lisbon’s Humberto Delgado Airport has been nominated both the
best and the worst airport in the space of just one week.

Lisbon’s Humberto Delgado Airport has been voted the best and the worst airport in the space of a week.
(Photo: Lusa/Mário Cruz)

P

ublication of the
news on The
Portugal News’
website also
resulted in divisive
opinions, with people
reacting with incredulity to
both nominations.
Late last week, Lisbon
airport had been awarded
Airport of the Year by Air
Transport News (ATN) at
the 2019 Air Transport
Awards, held in
partnership with the
Hermes Air Transport
Organisation.
The ‘Air Transport Awards’
is the only international
prize that distinguishes
major categories in the air
transport sector.
The awards are awarded
by Air Transport News
(ATN) in partnership with
Hermes Air Transport
Organisation.
Following the news,

Thierry Ligonnière,
Portugal Area Director of
VINCI Airports, said: “It is a
great honour for Lisbon
airport to receive this
recognition. Lisbon is an
amazing city that grew
incredibly in recent years,
and the airport has been
responding to airline and
passenger expectations
and coping with this fast
growth that brought great
challenges.”
VINCI airports further said
in a statement that the
“award recognises the
excellence of the airport’s
teams committed to the
quality of service of the
airport as well as the
commitment to contribute
to the development of the
Portuguese economy by
building traffic and
investing in infrastructure
to support its growth.”
In previous years, Airport
of the Year has been
awarded to Istanbul
Airport (2013 and 2016),
Doha Airport (2014),
Dubai Airport (2015) and
Changi Airport, Singapore
(2012, 2017 and 2018).
But within the space of a
week, came news that
Lisbon airport had been
ranked the worst airport in
the world and Porto fared
only slightly better,
according to passenger
rights company Airhelp.
Of 132 airports assessed,
Lisbon’s Humberto
Delgado airport took the
bottom spot, with Porto’s
Sá Carneiro coming in
125 th.
The annual list ranks
airports and airlines in
terms of punctuality,
service quality, shops,
food and treatment of
complaints, and said the
Portuguese airports need
to improve significantly
when it comes to
timekeeping.
AirHelp’s data comes

from multiple commercial
vendors, along with its
own database, plus
40,000 passenger
surveys collected in 40
countries during 2018.
Topping AirHelp’s
rankings are Doha’s
Hamad International
Airport, Tokyo Haneda
International Airport, and
Athens International
Airport, which have taken
the top spots since the
ratings began in 2015
Readers seemed as
polarised as the authors
of these two reports.
Don McLoed wrote in
response that Lisbon had
been voted the worst
airport: “Something fishy
about this story! I can
name a lot of bad airports
for various reasons and
Lisbon is not one of
them!”
Alexis Sheldon added: I
travel loads and Lisbon is
my favourite airport in the
world. The best food at
reasonable prices,
friendliest security, super
easy self check in, so
close to the city centre.”
But Dave posted the
following: “Maybe this
result is not so surprising
if you have had the
misfortune to spend time
waiting in T2 at peak
period. A zoo, with not
enough room, seating or
eateries.”
Alan St Clair from the
Algarve agreed, saying:
“This a joke, right? Lisbon
airport is the dullest, most
uncomfortable airport in
Europe. Appalling food,
with limited choices.
Black, steel, dark and
unwelcoming. I hate
having to stop over here
on my way down to the
Algarve and will always
take the train rather than
wait around in this hole for
more than an hour. You
are kidding!!!”
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Tax burden hits new high
The highlight of this week’s fortnightly debate saw the government
and opposition parties exchange accusations after it was
revealed that Portugal’s tax burden had reached its highest figure
since records were first taken in 1995.

Finance Minister Mário Centeno (right) laughs at opposition MPs seated to the right
while Prime Minister António Costa takes a breather during this week’s fortnightly
debate. (Photo: Lusa/José Sena Goulão)

D

ata published by
the National
Statistics
Institute (INE)
found that the weight of
taxes on the country’s
Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) climbed to a new
high of 35.4 percent.
The INE revealed in its
latest report that revenue

from taxes and social
contributions last year
amounted to €71.4 billion
(€4.3 billion more than in
2017), growing 6.5 percent
in nominal terms, after the
5.3 percent increase to
34.4 percent in 2017.
“The nominal growth of the
tax burden in 2018
surpasses GDP [which was

3.6 percent], meaning an
increase in the tax burden
of 1.0 percentage points of
GDP, to 35.4 percent,” the
institute said in a statement
upon the release of these
latets numbers.
Assunção Cristas, leader of
the CDS-PP party was
particularly damning of the
data, saying the Minister of
Finance Mário Centeno
had managed to outdo
himself once again.
“The Minister of Finance
has once again broken the
tax record and has every
year managed to
successively beat his
previous personal records,
which are his trademark”,
accused the leader of the
conservative CDS-PP party.
The Prime Minister
entered Parliament
perhaps knowing these

N News in Brief
N
BRENDAN
DE BEER

latest statistics would be
brought up in the
fortnightly debate which
usually is dominated by
questions levelled by
opposition MPs at the
ruling Socialists.
But António Costa had
numbers of his own, using
graphs coloured in yellow
and blue, which happen to
be the same as the CDSPP party, and who had
formed part of Portugal’s
previous centre-right
coalition.
He responded: “During
your time in office, and
thanks to the economic
slowdown and the
economic recession we
experienced then, the
economy contributed
negatively to the GDP by
0.26 percent.
“In contrast, and as a result
of the strong growth in jobs
and an increase in wages,
we have seen the tax
burden grow by 0.9 percent
of the GDP, thanks to
improved economy.”
But Assunção Cristas
insisted the Prime Minister
had failed in his
calculations, saying it was
impossible to justify the
ballooning tax burden as
being the full result of
economic growth.
“I’m sorry but you cannot
explain the inexplicable,
that the tax burden has
risen above economic
growth”, said the CDS-PP
leader.
António Costa, in response
to his opposite’s
insistence, described her
as “a difficult case” as
despite being handed all
the facts, she “insists on
distorting the truth.”

Unemployment up for first time in two
years
The number of people in dole queues rose for the first
time in two years during the first quarter of the year. The
overall unemployment rate stood at 6.8 percent which
was up 0.1 points on the final quarter of the last year, but
remained significantly lower than figures recorded 12
months ago. Overall, just over 350,000 people are
registered with job centres and are actively seeking work
or are undergoing additional training.

PJ police guarantee no “human hand” in
Monchique fire
PJ police have guaranteed there was no “human hand”
in last year’s massive Monchique fire. In a statement, the
PJ confirmed the investigation into the August fire in
Monchique, which spread to Portimão and Silves,
concluded that “there was no wilful human action at its
origin”. It said the investigation is ongoing, but a report
drawn up by the Independent Technical Observatory
(OTI), set up by Parliament to monitor forest fires,
indicates an electricity cable as the probable cause of the
fire.

Portuguese man who died after UK police
arrest said to have links with Mafia
A Portuguese man who died after being restrained by
British police could have had links to a group known as
the Portuguese Mafia. Jurors in the inquest of 25-year-old
car trader Edir Frederico Da Costa have heard he was
restrained face down by police who sprayed CS gas. He
reportedly died after a plastic bag of drugs became
lodged in his airway. The court heard the Portuguese
Mafia is a group who hang around in parts of east
London. The inquest is scheduled to last four weeks.

Fishermen outraged at sardine quota of
10,799 tonnes
Fishermen in Spain and Portugal have expressed
indignation at a proposed sardine quota of 10,799 tonnes
this year. The limits were proposed by Lisbon and Madrid
and are set to be accepted by Brussels. But fishermen in
Portugal have said they are “outraged and appalled” and
argue the quotas are insufficient to guarantee minimum
conditions for survival.

Foreign duo held on suspicion of Portimão
robbery
Two foreign nationals aged 19 and 30, suspected of
kidnapping and robbing a man in Portimão, are being
held in custody. According to the Public Prosecutor’s
Office, the Portuguese authorities have fulfilled two
European arrest warrants. Newspaper Sul Informação
reports suspicions that these two men, along with another
individual being held in England, kidnapped the victim, a
44-year-old man, and used physical assault to force the
man to show them where in his house in Portimão he
kept his money.
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Tourism heavyweights gather in Faro for
‘High Impact Events’ conference
A number of senior dignitaries from both Portugal and the UK, among them Portugal’s State Secretary for Tourism and the head of the Association of
British Travel Agents ABTA, travelled purposely to the Algarve last Friday to take part in a conference in Faro on the effects of climate change and high
impact events on tourism.

British Vice Consul Clive Jewell
Jewell,, British Consul, Simona Demuro, Tourism Secretory Ana
Mendes Godinho, David Thomas, president and founder of Safe Communities Portugal,
Sara Otera AGIF, Algarve Tourism President João Fernandes and Carlos Baía of Faro
Council. (Photo: Supplied)

A

ppropriately titled
‘Tourism Responding to
the Effects of
Climate change and High

Impact Events’, the oneday event brought together
some 13 presenters and
officials, who addressed a
wide range of topics

relating to the theme.
Organised jointly by crime
prevention and safety
awareness association
Safe Communities

Portugal, the ANEPC
(National Authority for
Emergency and Civil
Protection) and Turismo
de Portugal national
tourism board, it aimed to
explore how all parties,
working together, can
ensure the safety of tourists
in light of increasingly
recurring extreme weather
phenomena and
unforeseen ‘high impact
events’ like natural
disasters.
With such occurrences
posing challenges to
countries around the world,
and with Portugal no
exception, the event
addressed the importance
of implementing measures
to anticipate conditions
and mitigate their effects
through risk assessment to
protect both residents and
visitors in the event of
disasters.
Subjects included
changing weather patterns
that give rise to high risk

conditions such as forest
fires and flooding; health
risks during and in the
aftermath of rural fires and
other disasters; the
‘Portugal Chama – A Call to
Action’ campaign; the
ANEPC’s major
contingency plans;
communication during
crisis situations, and Faro
airport emergency
planning.
Panel discussions and
moderated debates also
focussed on the
importance of public
communications in times
of crisis situations.
ABTA Senior Destinations
Executive Donner Boucher
travelled to Portugal
especially for the event and
gave an in-depth
presentation on how ABTA
liaises with its associates
to prevent and intervene in
situations of emergencies
and catastrophes.
Also attending the event
were the President of the

IPMA Met Office; AGIF
Head of Communications,
representatives of the
British Embassy and the
State Secretary for
Tourism, Dr. Ana Mendes
Godinho, who brought the
day’s proceedings to an
informative and
enthusiastic conclusion
with her detailed closing
speech.
British Consul, Simona
Demuro, and Vice Consul
Clive Jewell attended the
conference, where Ms.
Demuro addressed crisis
response in the FCO and
British Embassies around
the world.
David Thomas, president
and founder of Safe
Communities Portugal,
thanked all those who
attended, and said: “We
hope that this provided a
learning opportunity for
those who attended and an
impetus for further action
within the tourism
industry”.

Advertiser’s Announcement
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Inflation Pitfalls for Portugal Retirees
Portugal’s consistently low inflation rate relative to the rest of the eurozone is just one of the many factors that make
retirement to these Iberian shores so attractive to expats who are hoping to enjoy a perfect cocktail of climate, lifestyle,
development and spending power.

S

tatistics from Eurostat*
show us that in February
2019 the annual rate of
inflation in Portugal stood
at 0.9% – the fifth lowest in the EU
and significantly lower than the
EU average of 1.5%. In fact, only
Ireland (0.7%), Greece, Croatia
and Cyprus (0.8%), recorded
lower rates – although none of
these countries can claim to
match Portugal for economic
optimism at a time when there
is noteworthy evidence of tech
investment, construction growth
and an expat economy
continually boosted by the
successes of the non-habitual
residency (NHR) regime.
However, given the strong
performance of Portugal’s
economy at present, together
with the long-term growth and
development that it seems to
presage, now is an appropriate
time for the expat retirement
investor to consider that the
country’s relatively low rate of
inflation cannot last forever.
So, what should you do to
ensure that you retain your
current spending power even
when the effects of inflation
begin to bite?
Account for Inflation in
Your Retirement and
Pension
Planning
Inflation has a range of effects
on different aspects of our lives.
For example, care and medical
costs – both plausible concerns
for any person of retirement age
– tend to rise above the average
rate of inflation, while the cost of
food can and frequently does
rise above the rate of inflation.
For example, food Inflation in
Portugal averaged 7.04% from
1978 until 2019 – rising by a
record margin of 38.68% in
December of 1983.** Over time,
inflation such as this can erode
your spending power, eating

into savings and reducing the
ability of assets to generate
interest or dividends.
If we do not plan for these
eventualities, we may find that
we are confronted with the
worst possible scenario for
retirement investors: running
out of money before we reach
our time horizon.
Unfortunately, a typical bank
savings account is unlikely to
help guard against this
possibility. Yes, it can be a
useful source of liquid
emergency funds – there is
wisdom in keeping some of
your assets in cash – but it is
difficult to nigh-on impossible to
find an account that will
outpace the rate of inflation over
the longer term. Quite simply, if
you keep too much of your
money invested in a cash
savings account, you are likely
to lose money in real terms.
Investments are undoubtedly
the best way to ensure that the
real value of your money grows.
History shows us that stocks
and shares outperform cash
over longer periods, so if you
have a sufficiently long time
horizon and don’t want your
spending power to be eroded
by inflation, your best route to
preserving and growing your
wealth is likely to be through a
portfolio of diversified assets
that spreads both risk and
investment opportunity.
Are pensions suitable
inflation-busting
investments?
The UK’s pension changes of
April 2015 make it easier for
pension scheme members,
including expats, to exert
greater control over their
pension savings than ever
before. One upshot of this is that
savers have more opportunity to
grow the value of their

retirement assets so that they
do not fall foul of inflation.
Transferring a defined benefit
scheme to a QROPS or SIPP is
one possible route to achieving
this.
But this is easier said than
done. Like all significant
financial decisions, it is
essential to take independent
advice to ensure that you are
invested in a way that aligns
with your goals and, crucially,
that you have the necessary
discipline and guidance to help
you weather the inevitable
short-term fluctuations that are
part and parcel of being
invested in the market.
Blacktower in Portugal
Life can be unpredictable and

so can the investment and
pensions markets. If you seek
trusted advice to help you make
choices that benefit you over the
long-term, you can have
confidence that your spending
power should keep pace with
inflation so you are not left short
of money at just the time you
need it most.

**Trading Economics – Portugal
Food Inflation – Summary
(Accessed online 10-05-19)

The Blacktower group has been
caring for the financial
concerns of its clients for more
than thirty years. Contact us
today for information about how
we can help you plan for your
future.
*Eurostat – news release euro
indicators – 47/2019 – 15 March
2019 (Accessed online 10-0519)

Article by: Antonio Rosa,
Joint Country Manager - Lisbon

ADVICE FROM BLACKTOWER
The Blacktower Group was formed in 1986 and has earned it’s reputation providing wealth and
management and pensions planning advice to clients in the UK as well as those who are resident
abroad. Our proven and bespoke service can help you accomplish your financial goals.
With offices in the Algarve and Cascais and representatives servicing expats all over Portugal, we
can help you today by calling 289 355 685 or 214 648 220 or email info@blacktowerfm.com. All
companies under the Blacktower Group are Regulated/Licenced in the locations they are positioned.
For full details on how and who we are regulated by please visit www.theblacktowergroup.com
www.theblacktowergroup.com
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CCDR flunks João d’Arens hotel trio project
The Algarve’s Regional Coordination and Development Committee (CCDR) has voted down a project to build three hotels in
the João d’Arens area, between Praia da Rocha and Alvor.

T

An aerial photo of the of where the building of three hotels between Praia da Rocha and
Alvor were originally planned. (Photo: Supplied)

The Portugal News Editor bids farewell
After over 20 years with The Portugal News, Brendan de Beer is leaving
us to join the board of a major international education company.
Although we are sad to lose him, we
congratulate him on this exciting new
career move.
Over the years as our editor he has
been at the forefront of developing our
news coverage, something that has been
acknowledged and appreciated by our
readers.
Originally Brendan came from South
Africa to the Algarve to visit the region,
briefly working in real estate, but quickly
decided that a career as a journalist was
the direction he wanted to take. When he
joined us the internet and the web was a

new concept and as result he has been
part of the development of The
Portugal News into a publication with
world-wide readership. Brendan
occasionally contributes to The
Guardian and BBC and several radio
stations, especially those covering sport,
a personal passion of his. Brendan is an
avid rugby fan and a supporter of
Manchester United, visiting Old Trafford
as often as he can to watch a critical
match.
We all want to wish Brendan every
success with his new challenge.

he spot is widely
regarded as one
of the last few
remaining
undeveloped natural areas
on the Portimão coastline,
between the Vau and
Prainha beaches.
Together, the trio of hotels
would create a total of
more than 600 tourist beds,
about 200 metres from a
crest of cliffs on a slice of
coastline considered one
of the last remaining
‘green lungs’ in the area.
The CCDR’s unfavourable
opinion delivered on 3 May
was preceded by an
unfavourable opinion from
the Evaluation Committee
responsible for the
technical analysis of the
Environmental Impact
Study (EIA).
The Evaluation Committee
considered that,
regardless of the
measures proposed in the
EIA for the mitigation,
prevention and
compensation of the
identified impacts, “the
project does not meet the
conditions to be feasible,

particularly in relation to
factors such as Biodiversity
and Landscape”.
In addition to the
destruction of almost three
hectares of one of the most
representative vegetal
species that is exclusive to
Western Algarve and
protected by the Natura
2000 network, the
committee said there would
be irreversible impacts on
the structural and scenic
quality of the area, which
could compromise the
identity of one of the bestpreserved and original
regional coastal landscape
features.
The planned urban-tourist
occupation is part of a
territorial plan framework
which, in conjunction with
other similar instruments
still in force, provide for a
global potential buildability
for the 500-metre stretch of
the Algarve coastline
estimated at around
20,000 beds.
The CCDR’s red flag will no
doubt be welcome news to
a citizens group formed
earlier this year to oppose

the project.
The ‘Citizens United
against Construction in
João d’Arens’ movement
considered the development of the area a “destruction of the last natural
stronghold existing on the
coast of the municipality of
Portimão, with an
appreciable natural value”.
“The spot is covered by
distinctive vegetation of
many conifers, exotic
plants and native plants. It
is one of few places in the
Algarve where Linaria
Algarviana is found, and in
cliff areas the very rare
Cynomorium coccineum.
“The avifauna is abundant
given the location very
close to the Ria de Alvor, a
site that is integrated in the
Natura 2000 Network, as
well as the proximity of the
estuary of the river Arade.
“The spot has been chosen
by many nature guides to
show their clients from the
most varied parts of the
world and who want to
know and enjoy the natural
beauty of the region”, the
group argued.

News
Tax breaks for Albufeira property
owners who renovate
Property owners who rehabilitate degraded or
vacant properties in areas covered by Albufeira’s
urban rehabilitation programme in the Algarve will
be exempt from the payment of municipal fees.
Albufeira Mayor José
Carlos Rolo said “Given the
state of some properties,
some apartments in the city
of Albufeira and the village
of Paderne, the Council
decided to exempt property

owners from municipal
taxes to encourage the
rehabilitation of such
properties”.
He expects there to be a
significant take-up of the
IFRUU 2020 programme.

SEF borders inspectors want own
training school
SEF borders and immigration inspectors say they
want their own training school due to the voids
in current training.
They said only with qualified training can they combat
phenomena of racism and be better prepared for the new
issues of migration and protection of victims.
The creation of a specific school to train new inspectors
and upgrade the knowledge of those already in service is
the theme of this year’s SEF Congress which represents
the largest part of these professionals.

Portugal youths among slowest to
leave the nest - Eurostat
Portuguese youths are among the slowest to move
out of their parents’ homes, on average when they
are nearly 29, according to 2017 figures.
The European statistics
office said that in 2017 more
than a third (35.3 percent) of
young men between 25 and
34 lived with their parents
compared to a fifth (21,7
percent) of young women.
This trend was even
starker in Portugal, with 50.8
percent of young men and
40.5 percent of young
women living at home in
2017.
On average in Europe one
in four people aged

between 25 and 34 (28.5
percent) lived with their
parents, but in Portugal, this
figure was 45.6 percent.
The countries where
young people stayed
longest with their parents
were Croatia (31.8 years on
average), Slovakia (30.9),
Malta (30.7) and Italy (30.1),
whereas at the opposite
extreme came Sweden
(18.5), followed by
Luxembourg (20.1) and
Denmark (21.1). TPN/Lusa
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Tourist numbers up in March
up, but nights stayed down
Portugal’s tourist accommodation in March received 3.5 percent more guests than in the same month of
2018, for a total of 1.8 million, but there were 0.2 percent fewer overnight stays in all, at 4.5 million, as
the number of non-resident tourists fell, figures released by the National Statistics Institute (INE) show.

T

he number of
overnight stays by
residents of
Portugal was up
4.8 percent on the year in
March, after a 3.8 percent
year-on-year drop in
February, while those by
non-residents were down
2.2 percent, accelerating
the year-on-year drop of 0.5
percent seen in the
previous month.
The results were affected by
the fact that festive seasons
were in different months
this year: Carnival was in
March this year (which in
the previous year had been
in February), while Easter
was this year in April, but in
March in 2018.
The Spanish market
(accounting for 9.6 percent
of the total) is traditionally
sensitive to the latter effect,
and there was a sharp
decrease in the number of
overnight stays by visitors
from Spain, as well from
Germany and France.
By contrast, the Brazilian
market (6.2 percent of total
overnight stays) was in
March up 28.6 percent on
the year, while the UK (17.6
percent of the total) was up
1.6 percent.
There were also strong
gains in overnight stays by
visitors from China (up 22.2
percent) and from the US
(up 20.4 percent).
Overall, the domestic

The
number of
tourists
visiting
Portugal
was up 3.5
percent in
March.
(Photo:
Lusa)

market – residents of
Portugal – accounted for 75
percent of all overnight
stays, and grew by 13.7
percent on the year, while
foreign markets taken
together shrank by 9.3
percent.
According to INE, in March

the average stay was 2.48
nights, down 3.6 percent on
a year earlier.
Growth in sector revenue
slowed, with the year-onyear increase in March 3.1
percent, to €246.8 million,
down from a 4.2 percent
rate in February.

In the first quarter as a
whole, overnight stays were
up 0.7 percent on the year –
driven, according to INE, by
the positive contribution
from the domestic market,
with foreign markets little
changed (down 0.1
TPN/Lusa
percent).
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State losing hundreds of
millions of euros by
waiving aviation taxes
A study by the European Commission has revealed that tax
exemptions in the aviation sector are hindering not only the
environment, but also Portugal’s coffers.

T

Calls are growing for civil aviation to be levied with a fuel tax. (Photo: Lusa/Mário Cruz)

he study found
that the
Portuguese
government could
be generating almost 500
million euros a year if it
enforced a fuel tax on
airlines. In Portugal, fuel and
airline tickets are not subject
to any form of tax, neither on
petroleum products nor in
the form of VAT.
The levying of aviation
taxes is foreseen in a 2003
European directive on the
taxation of energy
products, but its
application is optional.
Still, a European
Commission (EC) study
reveals that if the
Portuguese government
were to force airlines to pay
the minimum rate of 33
cents per litre of fuel as
defined in the directive, it
could raise almost 500
million euros in taxes per
year.

The document, seen by
Lisbon-based radio station
TSF, also reveals that
taxation could contribute
towards lowering aviation
emissions by 11 percent
and noise values by six
percent.
Reacting to the EC’s
findings, national
environmental association
ZERO has this week
criticised the tax
exemptions of the aviation
sector in Portugal.
In comments to TSF,
Francisco Ferreira,
president of ZERO, said
that the benefits of
enforcing taxes are not
limited to raising funds and
lowering emissions, but
could also stimulate
employment and overall
wealth, as well as reducing
noise, air pollution,
greenhouse gas
emissions and associated
costs to the state not

accounted for in the study.
In a statement, the
environmental association
recalls that “since aviation is
one of the modes of
transport with the greatest
climatic impact, it is urgent
that the Portuguese
Government put an end to
the tax exemptions on air
fuel, which would be
fundamental for airlines to
internalise the costs of
climate change and reduce
the noise that affects
thousands of people in the
vicinity of airports”.
The European
Commission study also
reveals that aviation’s
greenhouse gas
emissions increased by
seven percent in Portugal
last year, two percent more
than in the rest of Europe.
EU finance ministers are
due to meet in the
Netherlands next month to
discuss aviation taxation.

Portuguese man fined for having phone in “Flight
Mode” on aeroplane
A Portuguese man on a
flight to Funchal had to pay
a fine of two thousand
euros for having put the
phone in “flight mode”
instead of turning it off
completely.
Consumer rights
watchdog Deco says the
man had authorities
waiting for him at Funhal
airport for disobeying cabin
crew and two months later
received the fine, which a
court upheld.
The airline said the
aircraft in question could

still have been affected by
phones in flight mode, and
the transgression was a

very serious offence.
The airline has not been
identified.

Fuel tanker drivers and association
reach agreement
The association representing transport companies and the
union acting on behalf of fuel tanker drivers have reportedly
reached an agreement to avert renewed strike action.
According to government officials, the agreement was
reached during the early hours of last Thursday
morning. The SNMMP union had the day before called
for a new stoppage that was scheduled to commence on
23 May and last indefinitely.
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Portimão says ‘no feeding strays’ campaign was
meant for seagulls
Following a public outcry triggered by leaflets distributed throughout the Algarve city of Portimão asking citizens not to feed street animals, the local
council has issued a statement in which it denies having championed a ‘no feeding strays’ campaign, and clarifies the decade-old leaflets were
intended to warn people from feeding seagulls.

I

Portimão council says a campaign against feeding stray animals
targeted seagulls. (Photo: Supplied)

n its ‘note of clarification’
published on social media
and other resources last
week, Portimão council
stressed “there is no ongoing
communication campaign with
a door-to-door distribution of
leaflets or other public
information campaigns against
feeding street animals”.
It also strenuously denied any
problems “in general terms in
the municipality, of dirty public
spaces due to the feeding of
stray or street animals”.
The council conceded that,
“every now and then, situations
are detected, either by [council
waster collection company]
EMARP’s own services or
through citizens’, of mess
resulting from food left in public
spaces for feeding animals,
namely wild animals such as
seagulls”.
Portimão council said it was
precisely this, “the undue
feeding of seagulls in public
spaces”, which led to the said
distribution of a small number
of leaflets within a restricted

area within the city
The statement claimed that the
leaflet in question was
“produced more than 10 years
ago before measures to control
stray animals were put into
practice, which are now a reality
thanks to partnerships between
the municipality and the
Veterinary Medical Service and
animal protection associations,
as well as thanks to the great
willingness of hundreds of
anonymous volunteers”.
In a nutshell, the council
reiterated: “It was a reuse of a
leaflet for a specific case of
undue feeding of seagulls”.
Portimão council said it “regrets
any misunderstanding” and will
be giving instructions to the
EMARP department “to
suspend the use of the leaflet in
question in actions of public
awareness and civic
education”.
Acknowledging that the content
on the front of the leaflet is “very
different from that on the back”,
the municipal statement
agreed it “could generate

incorrect interpretations in the
behaviours that the citizens
should adopt mainly towards
abandoned/stray animals such
as dogs and cats”.
However, wanting to seize the
momentum to enhance public
awareness on the issue, the
council wished to restate that it
“shares the concerns of animal
rights associations, in particular
by calling for the nonabandonment of animals” and
explained concrete measures
are in progress in the
municipality of Portimão, aimed
at the welfare of stray animals,
such as partnerships with ADAP
- Portimão Animal Protection
Association.
The council further highlighted
its adoption and neutering
policies, stressing that 242
dogs and 58 cats were adopted
from the local municipal kennel
(Canil de Portimão) in 2018.
Lastly, and in capital letters,
Portimão council urged
inhabitants and visitors to ‘not
feed the seagulls’ and to “let
nature take care of itself!”
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War in the Gulf?

World
View
News
Donald Trump is well known for his desire to cut American military commitments
overseas. Indeed, it is one of his most attractive characteristics. But his attention span is
short, he plays a lot of golf, and he does not have the knack of choosing good advisers.

A general view of the MV Andrea Victory under the Norwegian flag, which was attacked on 12 May 2019
outside Fujairah port, United Arab Emirates. (Photo: EPA/Ali Haider)

H

is main domestic
advisers on the Middle
East are Vice-President
Mike Pence, Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo, and
National Security Adviser John
Bolton, all hawks on Iran. His
closest allies in the region itself
are Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu and Saudi
Crown Prince Muhammad bin
Salman, both of whom can wrap
him around their little fingers.
And they both want the United
States to attack Iran for them.
Donald Trump doesn’t want a
war with Iran. He has an extrastrength version of the usual
Washington obsession with Iran,
as irrational and ineradicable as
the parallel obsession with Cuba

– the United States will forgive
and forget anything except
humiliation – but he imagines
Iran can be bullied and bluffed
into submission. His ‘advisers’
are not that naive.
This is not to say that Pence,
Pompeo or even Bolton prefers
war to any other outcome of the
current confrontation. They
would rather see the sanctions
they have imposed on Iran, which
are strangling the economy and
causing great hardship, lead to a
popular uprising and regime
change. Fat chance.
It’s the ever-popular moral
mistake. WE would never yield to
such blackmail, because our
cause is just and our will is
strong. THEY will crumble before

the same threats because they
are weak and they must secretly
know they are in the wrong.
But if the Iranians perversely
refuse to overthrow their
government, then PP&B would
accept war as the next-best
outcome. Bolton might actually
welcome it, and may already be
involved in manipulating the
intelligence to justify such a war
in the same way he did in the runup to the invasion of Iraq in 2003.
(He called a rather peculiar earlymorning meeting at CIA
headquarters last week.)
Unfortunately, but unsurprisingly,
some players in Iran now appear
to be pushing back against the
American pressure. They are
probably hard-liners associated

with the not-so-loyal opposition
to President Hassan Rouhani’s
‘moderate’ government
(moderate in the sense that he
doesn’t want nukes and does
want trade with the West), and
they may just have given the
American warhawks something
to work with.
If push came to shove, Iran’s one
available counter-weight to
overwhelming US military
strength would be to threaten the
tanker traffic that carries 20
percent of the world’s crude oil
and LNG out of the Gulf. The
‘choke point’ is the Strait of
Hormuz, between Iran’s south
coast and the United Arab
Emirates, where the navigation
channels narrow to three nautical
miles wide in each direction.
On Sunday, there was a
‘sabotage attack’ on four
merchant ships at anchor off the
UAE port of Fujairah, just outside
the Strait of Hormuz, where
tankers often wait to be refuelled.
Two at least were Saudi tankers.
Something holed all four ships at
the waterline, and the instant
suspicion was that some Iranian
group is reminding everybody
that Iran can close down the
Strait if it is attacked. Or at least
that it could do enough damage
to drive insurance rates on
cargoes transiting the Strait into
the stratosphere.
But it might not be an Iranian
group at all. It could be an
American or Israeli or Saudi
intelligence operation seeking to
create a pretext for a US attack on
Iran (like the ‘Gulf of Tonkin
incident’ created a pretext for the
US to start bombing North
Vietnam in 1964). You have to
keep an open mind on these
things, unless you believe that
intelligence agencies never lie.
At any rate, an actual war against

N

GWYNNE DYER

Iran now seems much closer
than it did last week. The longplanned transfer of another
American aircraft carrier into the
Gulf is now being re-framed as
an emergency response to a new
(but unspecified) Iranian threat.
B-52 bombers that could easily
reach Iran from their current
bases are being ostentatiously
flown into the Gulf. Mike Pompeo
makes an unscheduled fourhour visit to Iraq.
If the United States does attack,
nobody will help Iran, even
though every other signatory to
the no-nukes treaty that Trump
trashed knows (and says) that
Iran has complied with its terms.
And the US would only bomb
Iran, not invade it on the ground,
so the only people who got hurt in
the initial round would be
Iranians.
But then it would spread: mines
in the Strait of Hormuz, missile
attacks on Israel by Hezbollah,
maybe an uprising by the Shia
minority in Saudi Arabia. Lots of
death and destruction, and no
possibility of a happy outcome.
I really don’t think this is what
Donald Trump wants. Maybe
somebody should tell him.

Gwynne Dyer is an independent
journalist whose articles are
published in 45 countries.
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Lisbon is the sixth most
popular city for business
tourism

Borba to get €10 million, 5star hotel in converted convent

Portugal’s capital Lisbon is the sixth most popular city for
international meetings, according to the International
Congress & Convention Association’s ranking.

The old Convento das Servas, in Borba near the border with Spain, is
going to be transformed into a 5-star hotel, in a €10 million investment,
the developers said on Tuesday.

The ICCA said in a statement
that the Portuguese capital
ranked higher than cities like
London and Singapore, having
climbed three places in the
ranking, which has Paris at the
top.
The director general of the
Lisbon Tourism Association, Vítor
Costa, said that “Lisbon
welcomed 50 percent of the
events that were held in
Portugal.”
He added that Lisbon’s
position in the rankings would
give rise to the creation of a large
congress centre to overcome a
lack of equipment.
“These results make the
proposal made in successive
tourism strategic plans more
relevant, consisting in the
creation of a big international
congress centre, able to hold big
meetings which today are
unlikely to be carried out in
Lisbon due to a lack of existing
equipment,” Costa said.
According to the note by the
ICCA, Lisbon is one of the main
destinations in the business
tourism sector due to its
international prestige,
excellence, quality and price of
touristic services and experience
in holding diverse events among

other factors.
The global meetings industry
trade association captured a total
of 12,937 rotating association
meetings taking place in 2018, at
an increase of 379 additional
meetings compared to the
number recorded at the same
time in 2017.
The highest annual figure ICCA
has ever recorded in its yearly
Statistics, these new rankings
signal industry growth is
continuing on a strong and robust
trajectory.
Paris, which previously held the
top city spot in 2016, returns in
2018 to claim first place.
The U.S.A. continues to top the
country rankings.
Paris climbs to the top of the
city rankings by the number of
international association
meetings with a landslide margin
of 40 meetings above second
place holder Vienna.
In 2017, Paris and Vienna held
joint second place, with 190
meetings each. Last year’s
number one Barcelona falls to
fourth place, with Madrid
entering the top 5 for the first time
since 2015 in third place. Among
the top 5 cities for another
year, Berlin falls to fifth place
from fourth in 2017.

VAT reduction on electricity extremely
limited - Consumer association
The Portuguese consumers’
association said on Tuesday that
the promised VAT reduction on
electricity bills would have a “very
limited effect” and only applied to
certain fixed items.
Rita Rodrigues, the
association’s spokesperson said a
careful look at the law that was
published on Monday showed the
VAT reduction from 23 percent to 6
percent applied only to the lowest
power meters of up to 3.45 kVA
and natural gas of up to 10,000 m3
a year – enabled the association to

see that the reduction only applied
to a fixed part and not the whole
bill.
From a practical point of view
this means annual savings of
about €9.12 a year, she said.
Furthermore, the reduction will
not benefit 3 million families as
promised but 3 million contracts
and only about 2 million families
would benefit.
Since the power is very low, in
many cases these meters are only
for garages or storage rooms.
TPN/Lusa

The Convento das Servas and largo do Terreiro das Servas is to be transformed into a 5-star hotel.
(Photo: Lusa/ Nuno Veiga)

T

he Aureum Group’s real estate consultant,
Paulo Borges, told Lusa News Agency that
the convent had been bought to be
converted into a hotel.
“We are very interested in investing in Borba in this
project that involves a component connected with
the wine that is made nearby”, the company added.
Borges told Lusa that the idea was to keep the
original lines of the 17th-century building and
refurbish the inside, which was in a “very poor state
of repair”.

The new hotel is expected to create 50 to 60 jobs,
he added.
The consultant said that they expect some foreign
investment in addition to what the company is
putting into the project.
The Porto-based consultants are investing in
hotels in Portugal by recovering historical buildings
and recently also bought the former Convento de
São Paulo, in neighbouring Vila Viçosa, to create
another hotel in a €20 million investment.
TPN/Lusa

‘Golden visa’ investment by China nationals to
April down 37 percent at €76M
Investment by Chinese nationals under Portugal’s ‘golden visa’ programme was in the
first four months of this year down 37 percent on the same period of 2018, at €75.7
million, data from the country’s SEF Immigration Office show.
So far this year 138 residence
permits for investment activity
were assigned under the ARI
scheme, as it is officially known,
to citizens of China.
In April alone, investment by
Chinese nationals under the
scheme totalled €16.1 million.
As for Brazilian nationals,
investment under the ARI scheme

in first four months of the year was
down 7.3 percent at €50.5 million,
for a total of 69 permits issued. In
April alone, Brazilian investment
was €7.3 million.
Investment by Turkish
nationals in the four-month
period was down almost 60
percent to €21 million, with 41
‘golden visas’ being issued.

As for Vietnam, 17 permits were
issued to citizens of that country
between January and April, with
investment of €6.9 million, down
38 percent on a year earlier, with
11 ARI permits issued.
There were also 18 permits
issued to US nationals, for €11.8
million in investment.
TPN/Lusa
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Cheaper calls to other EU countries
As of this week, a new maximum price will apply for all international calls and SMS within the EU. As a result, consumers
calling from their country to another EU country will pay a maximum amount of 19 cents per minute (+VAT) and 6 cents per
SMS message (+VAT).

F

ollowing the end of
roaming charges in
June 2017, these
new price caps for

international calls and
SMS in the EU are part of
the EU-wide overhaul of
telecoms rules to

strengthen coordination of
electronic
communications and
enhance the role of the

European Commissioner for Digital Single Market Andrus Ansip gives a press conference.
(Photo: EPA/Stephanie Lecocq)

Body of European
Regulators for Electronic
Communications
(BEREC).
Andrus Ansip, VicePresident for the Digital
Single Market, said: “The
price caps for calls within
the EU is a concrete
example on how the Digital
Single Market makes a
difference to people, in
their daily lives. In fact,
building a Digital Single
Market has created 35 new
digital rights and
freedoms. Overall the new
telecoms rules will help the
EU to meet growing
connectivity needs of
Europeans and boost the
EU’s competitiveness.”
Mariya Gabriel,
Commissioner for the
Digital Economy and
Society, added that “after
abolishing roaming
charges in 2017, the EU
has now taken measures
against excessive charges
for cross-border calls from
home. Thanks to these two
actions, European

consumers are now
comprehensively covered
against bill shocks when
calling any European
number, both at home and
abroad. It’s one of the many
concrete achievements of
the Digital Single Market.”
The new rules for
international calls tackle
large price discrepancies
that previously existed
between Member States.
On average, the standard
price of a fixed or mobile
intra-EU call was three
times higher than the
standard price of a
domestic call, and the
standard price of an intraEU SMS message more
than twice as expensive as
a domestic one. In some
cases the standard price of
an intra-EU call can be up
to ten times higher than the
standard price for domestic
calls.
A new Eurobarometer
survey on international
calls shows that four in ten
respondents (42 percent)
have contacted someone

in another EU country in
the past month. Just over a
quarter of the respondents
said they used landline,
mobile phone, or SMS to
reach someone in
another EU country.
Telecoms operators
across the EU will have to
notify the consumers of
the new price caps. The
rules will apply in all 28
EU countries and soon
also in Norway, Iceland
and Liechtenstein.
The maximum price is
capped only for personal
usage, i.e. for private
customers. Business
customers are excluded
from this price regulation,
given that several
providers have special
offers particularly
attractive for business
customers.
The new telecom rules
are also aimed at paving
the way for more
investments in highspeed connectivity and the
smooth introduction of 5G
in the EU.

Community News
CHARITIES
APAA
CHARITY SHOPS
- Dunas do Alvor: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Cerro Grande,
Albufeira: Tues to Sat 10.30am
- 2pm. Rua Elias Garcia, 20,
Silves: Mon to Sat 10am - 2pm.
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
SUPPORT
FOR
FAMILIES in the Algarve
receives items for families in
need, Guia and surrounding
areas. To donate or discuss
concerns about a needy family
contact Su Davis: 932 307
548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families
in the Algarve.
A.A.G.
CHARITY Shop
Guia. Situated in the Main
Street, opposite the Football
Club Snack bar and close to
Crédito Agrícola Bank.
Opening hours Mon - Fri,
10am to 5.45pm, Sat 10am to
2pm. Closed Sun. Animal
charity feeding street animals.
Patron Bonnie Tyler.
PIANIST WANTED on a
volunteer basis for occasional
Sunday services at the
Anglican Church of St
Vincent’s Chaplaincy, Praia da
Luz. Email pet.alex@sapo.pt
THE
GOODWILL
CHARITY. R. Direita 5, Ed.
Portus Magnus, Portimão.
(Close to Theatre). 968 740
693, 10am to 2pm. Clothes, bric
a brac and furniture in saleable
cond., large items collected.
We would like to thank you all
for your donations and for
shopping, that has enabled us
to help the local community.
SECOND CHANCE charity
shop at Largo Das Ferreiras
(on roundabout), Ferreiras,
Albufeira. Open Tues to Fri,
10am to 4pm. Sat 10am to1pm.
Supporting people in need,
also Bombeiros, Soup kitchens,
Riding for the disabled, AHSA
day care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie
Cook 917 707 808.
PORTIMÃO
SOUP
KITCHEN Beco São José, Rua
São José, under old bridge in
Portimão. Come and help us
make sandwiches and serve
food to hungry but appreciative
people. For more info call Joy
917 358 098.
THE
DONKEY
SANCTUARY needs all your
unwanted items for our shops
in Ferragudo, Carvoeiro and
Lagoa. Larger items i.e.
furniture can be collected. The
shop funds allow us to feed our
many mouths at the Sanctuary.
We always need extra hands at
our shops so if you can spare
3-4 hours a week give us a
call. Chris 966 033 127.
ASMAA CHARITY & UPCycling Hub.
Volunteers are now needed
for our shop. Wed, Fri and Sat
11.30am to 5pm, other days
by appointment only. Tel 969
320 231, email info@asmaaalgarve.org Rua J. Pereira
Sampaio Bruno, Nº 53.
Portimão (Behind Bombeiros).
MADRUGADA
ASSOCIAÇ
Ã O provides
ASSOCIAÇÃ
home-based, end of life,
palliative care to patients and
their loved ones free of
charge. Your donations would
be very welcome. Volunteers
are also required. If you can
help call us on 282 761 375 or
visit our shops in Lagoa and
Praia da Luz.
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CADELA
CARLOTA shop
in Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am
to 1pm /3pm to 5pm. Almadena:
Mon to Fri, 10am to 4pm, Sat,
10am to 1pm. We always need
extra hands in our shops.

Vale d´el Rei
Rei. Beginners
968 457 888 .

Why not help educate an orphan in Lesotho

Carvoeiro. Mondays &
Thursdays 1.45pm for 2pm.
282 357 953 or 282 357 657.

ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE MÃOS de
Ajuda. Helping Hands Charity
Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira.
100 metres from Porta Nova
Post Office. Open Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday 10am to
1pm. Help us to Help others in
the Tavira Area. 963558138

Frank’s Bridge. Thursday’s
2.30pm duplicate bridge, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do
Lobo. Frank Spelbos 937 802
110, spelbos@sapo.pt

With so many charity adverts on TV, it’s hard to know which ones are genuine and which ones use
every penny you send for their appeal. The Portugal News has been a close friend to Missionary Jill
Kinsey and has even helped in the production of her book “Africa Hears with Her Eyes”, now
available on Amazon. The following is an appeal from Jill for funds to help thirteen children, all eager to
access an education.

FRENCH LANGUAGE
Following the French
Government’s initiative to
expand the French language,
we are looking for Volunteers to
teach French in Albufeira or
Olhos de Água to children and
adults. No experience or
qualifications necessary, just
fluency in French and a passion
to meet and help others learn
this beautiful language. Please
contact Angelica fash.co@
gmail.com or 961636201.

Quinta Jacintina. Mondays
2.30pm, Hotel Quinta Jacintina,
Vale do Lobo. Contact Sally
Roberts Tel: 289 350 090,
sally@blanchworth.co.uk

T HE NANDI CHARITY
SHOP. Summer clothing now
SHOP
in store. Furniture can be
collected with 30k Lagos.
Tel: 912 741 857

Tavira County Lawn
Bowling Club - Cerro do Leiria,
Santa Catarina, Fonte Bispo,
Tavira. Roll-ups Mon, Wed & Fri.
Joe Scott 963 997 582,
joe.scott121@btinternet.com

MUSIC
Aljezur International Choir
Choir.
Thursdays 2pm to 3.30pm.
wattys100@hotmail.com,
914 285 640.
Tavira Pop Choir
Choir. Santa
Catarina, Sun 2.30pm 4.30pm. Also, Fonte do Bispo,
Sun. at 2pm-4pm. Call Gillian
966 006 436.
The East Algarve
International choir
choir.
Thursdays, Luz de Tavira, Call
Rineke Hofman 926 684 061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com
Coro dos Amigos do
Museu
Museu. Thursdays from 6.30pm.
Call call Liesbeth 281971909
liesbethnoordijk@gmail.com
Barbershop Chorus
Chorus.
Tuesdays 7.30pm. Moncarapacho. www.bellaacappella.net

SOCIAL
Chess Club
Club. Eastern Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com
Drawing the Nude
Nude. Olhão
Thursday mornings.
jill.stott@gmail.com
Painting for Pleasure
Classes, water colours,
oils or acrylics. Wednesdays
Mesquite near São Brás from
10.30am to 12.30pm, 2.30pm
to 4.30pm.. Terry Reed
289 845 561.
C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s
leading Social Club for
expats meets monthly for dinners
/ lunches and social events.
info@casasocial.club, 282 495
475. www.casasocial.club

BRIDGE
Duplicate Bridge
Bridge.
Wednesday & Friday
afternoons at Vale d’El Rei
Hotel. Please contact
911 561 224 or 282 358 885.
Marina Club Suite Hotel
Lagos
Lagos. Tuesdays & Fridays
1.15pm. 963 977 642
Olhos de Água
Água. Tuesdays
1.45pm. Mary Moore
289 416 199.
Lagoa. Thursdays 1:45pm.
282 352 022 / 969 174 130.

Amigos do Museu Bridge.
Friday’s 2pm duplicate bridge,
Museu do Trajo at São Brás
de Alportel. Frank Spelbos 937
802 110, spelbos@sapo.pt

SPORT
Walking Football Mondays,
50+, Tavira. Tuesdays 60+
ONLY, Olhão Thursdays, Olhão
from 9.30 to 11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk

Crown Green at Alvor
bowling Club 10am. Peter or
Janette 966 169 747 or 965
700 536.
Balaia Bowls Club
Club, Tuesdays
and Fridays 9.45am, Olhos de
Água, Albufeira. Jill 935701155.
Touch Rugby. Lagoa,
Mondays and Wednesdays
8pm - 10pm. Men and women,
all ages welcome. Simon
Wilkinson 282 912 280 / 924
220 173 wilks89@hotmail.com,
afpop - Badminton in
Silves. Thursdays, 8pm to
10pm. 910 108 730
suesharman9@gmail.com, .
Alvor Bowls Club
Club, Every
Wednesday and Sunday,
10am. 282 490 280
www.alvorlawnbowls.com
Walking Football
Wednesdays, 9.30am 11.30am. Lagos. 50+.
brian.efoster@yahoo.co.uk
Walking football Tuesdays
& Thursdays 9:30am.
Vilamoura. info@brownsclub.com or 289 322 740.
Valverde Lawn Bowls
Club - Every weekday from
10am, Almancil. Jen 282 332
628 or 937 264 287.
Algarve Hash House
Harriers meet weekly. 289
413 854 or 918 806 044.
www.algarvehhh.org

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Latin American and
Ballroom Dancing
Dancing. Tues.
10am - 1pm Alvor. Wed 7pm 8.30pm Carvoeiro. Caroline
961 916 821, strictly
dancingcarvoeiro@hotmail.com
Scottish Country Dancing
- Mondays 7.30pm to 9.30pm,
Lagoa. Mardie Cunningham,
282 356 029/964 278 432 email: rosevale45@gmail.com
Art Classes: Botanical Art
in Watercolours for
beginners
beginners. Weekly from 12th
March. Vale D’el Rei every
Tuesday 1.45pm- 4.15pm €15
per class.Tel: 933669503
email: tonidade@yahoo.co.uk

Thuso Education Fund (TEF)
Yesterday MeEster and I met and we have
confirmed applicants to support for this year.
Four are ongoing from last year plus nine new
children. Six are at senior school and seven are
for Bethel Vacational School. This means that 13
children need help. It is stretching our finances
for 2019 - but we walk in faith.
List of children attending Senior School
(Boarding School): Legato Augustina, Kabul
Peter, Bonolo, Toka Jacob, Ntabiseng Lylian,
Kabelo Joseph; Attending Bethel (Vocational
School) Montana Solomon, (1) Kabelo Andreas
(2), Luck Commando,Tsepiso Ben, Thembane
Thomas (3), Thandazele, Paulina Lesaoana (4)
Young Hannah from the International
Evangelical Church of the Algarve, Vale Judeu,
did a wonderful thing in donating her pocket
money of an entire year. We have earmarked her
gift for Lerato for this year, who is attending
Boarding School.
It costs about €500 for one year boarding at
Senior School and about €600 for a year at
Bethel Vocational School. It is really good value.
Thuso is doing a great job of offering needy
children a way to complete their education.
Education is a way out of poverty. It gives each
child a hope for a brighter future.
A big thanks to everyone who is helping these
children. MeEster is doing a great job. She has a
passion for helping needy children. She also has
valuable knowledge of local families. It would be
such a blessing if someone who is reading our
appeal would be willing to sponsor one of our

approved applicants.
Please contact Hanna Singh at the
International Evangelical Church of the Algarve
in Vale Judeu, Loulé, if you would like to sponsor
a child for this year. (+351 927 510 499)
Thank you and every blessing to you for helping
our children.
By Missionary Jill Kinsey, Lesotho, Africa

Life Partners making a Drama!
“I cannot believe it has taken
nearly 30 years,” Melanie says
when reflecting on the fact that
she and her husband are
acting on stage together for the
first time.
Melanie and Chris
Winstanley have been very
active in amateur theatre for
over 30 years and for the last
eleven years as leading lights
in The Algarveans Theatre
Group. But in all this time they
have never been on-stage
acting in the same production.
“I have directed, and Mel
has been on stage and vice
versa” said husband Chris “We
have both been involved with
each other´s shows over the
years but never “acted”
together. Maybe that is the
secret of a happy marriage!”
They take to the stage
together in The Algarveans
production of “A Bench in The
Sun” by Ron Clark which will be
staged at the Convento do São
José in Lagoa in the intimate
90-seater theatre from
Thursday 27 to Saturday 29
June 2019 at 7.45pm.
“We both have big parts in
this beautifully written comedy
and have been helping each
other learn our lines,” added
Melanie
Set on and around a park
bench in the garden of a
retirement home, the play tells
the story of two old boys whose
humdrum life is disrupted by the
arrival of a retired film actress,
as they both try to win her
affections. Chris is playing
“Harold”, Melanie the part of
“Adrienne Bliss” and Ray Dillon
that of “Bert”. A beautifully
poignant story with some

Melanie and Chris Winstanley.
fabulous comic moments that
will have the audience
chortling from start to finish.
Instrumental in driving
forward The Algarveans group
over the last 10 years, Melanie
chaired the group for four years
before being succeeded by
Chris for the last two. They
have seen the group grow in
numbers of members and
increase to 3 productions per
year.
“We are very proud to be
part of The Algarveans and it
has been very special to have
been involved with so many
special shows with some pretty

special people,” said Chris.
Tickets priced at €10 are
available online at
www.ticketline.pt, You can
also buy tickets in person at
Auditório Carlos do Carmo and
Convento de São José in
Lagoa Tuesday to Saturday,
9am – 12.30pm and 2pm to
5.30pm or when the Auditoria
are open for performances.
Alternatively at Município de
Lagoa, Balcão Único, Monday
to Friday 9am to 4.30pm.
Tickets are also available in
person at Worten and FNAC
shops or online from their
websites.
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In praise of
the GNR
SIR, On 1 May, I went to the
newly opened Continente
supermarket in Armação de
Pêra assuming it would be
open despite the Public
Holiday. Stupidly I left my bag
containing passports, pet
passports, driving licences, not
to mention a considerable
amount of money in a trolley
when it dawned on me that the
store was shut!
I then drove back to our
house in Pêra. I soon realised
what I had done and returned
to the car park and found the
bag was missing.
The GNR had, during a
routine sweep of the car park
found the bag, taken it back to
the station and tried to contact
us both by phone and visiting
our house in Pêra to inform us
they had the bag,
When my wife and I arrived
in the GNR office they were
waiting for us. They explained
they had tried to contact us
and handed over the bag.
Our inclination was to offer a
reward to go to their GNR staff
funds only to be told they were
not allowed to accept gifts
under any circumstances,
I therefore want to express
my grateful thanks to all those
members of the GNR in
Armação de Pêra who went to
a significant amount of trouble
to relieve our inevitable stress!
RICHARD PRICE, By email

Re: Global
environment –
Alterations and
Altercations
SIR, The sardonic
comments of Mr. John Clare
(P.N. Letters 06 April)
concerning the global
variability of our everchanging climate and the
harm supposedly caused by
the greenhouse emissions of
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The Portugal News, Apartado 13, 8401-901
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a burgeoning population give
rise to the ancient conundrum
of who is the first to be
ejected from an overladen
aeroplane or boat. But the
ancient cast of an
Englishman, Irishman and
Scotsman is now replaced by
a Chinese, Indian or other
nationality whose populations
have an exponential rate of
increase far in excess of that
now seen as desirable by the
“The West” .
All of the hot air released at
Summit meetings is not going
to resolve the desire of
youthful nations such as
Nigeria to reclaim and use
resources previously stolen by
colonial powers . Why should
they be refused participation in
booming consumption by
accepting the restrictions now
being demanded by a
patronising minority which
wishes to preserve its wealth
by reducing the numbers of
those who helped to create it..
This is much the same
argument as that of the
European baby boomers who
were born during the “Green
Revolution” of the 1960/70s
and intended to benefit from
the modern wonders of
plastics, transport and
communications which only
now are being appreciated as
undesirables. The dual age
of both “I´m alright Jack” and
“I want it (right) now”.
But much worse than the

politically disputed crisis of
climate is the catastrophic
loss of Biodiversity which
empirical study has shown to
have annihilated vast
numbers of species
exponentially during the past
fifty years . There can be no
doubt that this devastation
has been promoted by the
greed of humankind
The enormity of what is
mooted by Mr. Clare – an
enforced reduction to the
population levels of mid 20
century and , even then, an
education of that remaining
20% to abstain from pollutive
practises is untenable .
Natural disasters, even at a
potentially greater degree of
destructive force, and
manmade disasters such as
the WWII Holocaust (which
caused the deaths of nearly
fifty million people) can only
account for a tiny fraction of
this target. And political
policies such as the Eugenics
of the 1930s in Germany/USA
and the limiting of families in
China need a disciplinary
control which can only remain
largely ineffective.
There are too many of us .
That is certain. But who is
going to push who out of
Noah´s Ark of sampled
species? Armageedon may
be nigh ; so suggestions
quickly please.
Apocalyptically yours,
ROBERT KNIGHT , Tomar

Please send your Letters to:
letters@theportugal news.com

Bowls Algarve
The Summer has arrived for
Algarve bowlers with the
beginning of the Summer
League season, however, the
weather had other thoughts;
Thursday 9 May was the start
date and dawned dull and
overcast. The bowling was
excellent and enjoyed by all,
with contrasting results.
The season this year is going
to be slightly longer due to an
increased number of teams,
and the format has changed to
accommodate the increase.
There is no resting week for the
teams, and games are played
with some teams playing in the
morning and the others playing
in the afternoon. There will not
be a break in the middle of the
season for the trip to Spain this
year, but Balaia Dolphins and
Albufeira Wildcats will
reschedule their match from
that week, as Balaia’s home
ground can only accommodate
four rinks.

Albufeira Wildcats won two
points against Alvor Egrets
taking eight points; Tavira
Tigers won all ten points against
Floresta Squirrels; as did Pedras
Panthers winning all ten points
from Floresta Falcons; also,
Alvor Kestrels took all ten points
from Balaia Dolphins; whilst
Valverde Vulcans won six
points from Valverde Vikings
who won four points.
In this first week, the Table
has three teams at the top,
Pedras Panthers, Alvor
Kestrels, and Tavira Tigers all
having ten points each, whilst at
the bottom holding the table up

from the bottom, are three other
clubs, Balaia Dolphins, Floresta
Squirrels, and Floresta Foresters
all holding zero points.
The green at Valverde was
in beautiful condition and
bowled well, a credit to the
greenkeeper. A lunchtime
meal was provided by the Dom
Camillo Restaurant, (on site)
and many thanks go to the staff
there for ensuring everyone is
fed and watered (or should that
be wined) on time.
Everyone is looking forward
to next weeks game at Alvor,
and hoping the weather is
better.
Miriam Hare

The Art of Laveering Mastermind
The Art of Laveering Mastermind was created
to engage women from all over the world to
connect in business, cultural experiences, and
innovative learning.
We are looking to have women entrepreneurs
and professionals located in the Algarve and the
surrounding areas to attend both the opening
night festivities and the full two day Masterminds.
The Art of Laveering Mastermind for Algarve,
Portugal has the selected theme “Platform of
Power”. The speakers chosen for this
Mastermind are industry leaders and experts in
their craft and will be speaking on the following
areas: (1) Business Strategy, (2) Mental Health

and Wellness, (3) Wealth Creation and
Management and (4) Brand Identity.
All of the Mastermind activities will take place
May 20-23, 2019 at the Anantara Vilamoura
Resort in Algarve Portugal.
There are one and two day passes available for
purchase on site that includes: an Art of Laveer
Swag Bag, Lunch, and full mastermind access.
A one day pass costs €200.00 Euros and a
two day pass costs €400 and also includes a
ticket to the closeout dinner at the Puro Beach
Restaurant
For further information please visit our website:
www.desuraiwilson.com

Algarve Bike Rides
Here are the details of this
week’s rides:
Saturday 18 May - Bike
ride starting in Estoi: We
meet by the cemetery at
9.15am, ready for a 9.30am
start. This will be a fairly
challenging ride of around
40km with a café stop
somewhere along the way.

Sunday 19 May - Bike Ride
starting in Almancil. We meet by
the Rubber stamp roundabout at
9.15am ready for a 9.30am start.
This will be a mostly easy typical
Sunday ride with a café break
somewhere along the way.
If you would like to come
along to one of these rides,
please do let me know either by
text, email or by confirming on
Facebook via the Activity
Algarve Bike Rides page. If a
ride has to be cancelled for any

reason, such as bad weather,
notification will be via text. We
reserve the right to cancel any
ride if less than 5 people are
signed up. Price for
participation is €5 per rider per
ride. For more information
please contact Paul Beesley
on tel: 913226954, email:
paul@
algarvebikeholidays .com,
Visit: www. algarve
bikeholidays. com, or
Facebook:AlgarveBikeHolidays.

afpop Events
22 May 2019 at
12.30pm afpop Silves/
Carvoeiro Lunch at Rest.
Ourique: Inclusive lunch at
Ourique Restaurant in
Odelouca Silves, €16 Members
€18 non-Members
Bookings being taken. Heather
and Les Tel: 966 677 295 or
email silves@afpop.com
23 May 2019 - afpop
Lunch Rest. Sol e
Loulé Lunch;
Serra near Querenca at
12.30pm for 1pm Price 18
euros per person. All bookings
via Bert Shubrook, email:
bertshubrook@gmail.com
Friday 24 May - Come
and join us on a Boat trip
along the Guadiana River to
Foz de Odeleite for lunch - eat
and drink as much as you like -

and returning to Vila Real late
afternoon. Coach pick-ups
along the EN125. Room for 40
more so bring a group and have
a fun-filled day out - everyone is
welcome. Contact Pat Allen on
lagos@afpop.com 282697548
for full details.
31 May 2019 - afpop S.
Alentejo Lunch: Rest. O
Bernardo, Boavista dos
Pinheiros at 12 noon. For more
details and bookings, please
contact: Marion Kahl tel: 920
495 216 or email:
marion2014@gmx.com
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Royal British Legion Portugal First-ever iaido seminar in Tavira
The Royal British Legion
Portugal covers mainland Portugal, The Azores and Madeira.
The RBL was set up in 1921
to help servicemen and women
from all three of the armed
services and its work now is
just as important.
Here in the Algarve we are
split into three areas:
Eastern Algarve: We hold
monthly lunches on the first
Sunday of each month, the next
being on Sunday 2nd June at the
restaurant O Alagoas in São
Brás, priced at 20 Euros. To
book please email :
rblportugalsecretary@gmail.com.
Central Algarve: We hold
monthly lunches, usually on the
3rd Wednesday of each month
in various restaurants. Our next
lunch will be at the Restaurant
O’Farol at Farol on Wednesday
12 June priced at 15 euros per
person. To book please email:
colinhearn998@gmail.com
Western Algarve: Events
are held throughout the year. Our
next event is a 75th Anniversary
of the D.Day Landings,
Barbecue on Thursday 6 June at
the Barroca Bar & Restaurant in

Praia da Luz.To book please
email : casahobo@sapo.pt
You do not have to be a
member of the RBL or indeed
have a military background to
attend any of our events –
everyone is welcome.
The annual Remembrance
Day service will take place on
Sunday 10 November.
Our main event of the year is
our annual Dinner Dance. This
year we are celebrating the
75th Anniversary of D Day ( a
few months late) on Saturday
16 November at the
Restaurant O’Cegonha at
Camping Albufeira. The price of
30 euros includes a sparkling
wine reception, 4 course
dinner, wine, beer and water.
The star cabaret is Christopher
Gee, followed by live music and
dancing with Suzanne Wilson
and Danny Maverick.
Bookings are now being taken
email :
colinhearn998@gmail.com
New members are always
welcome – just ask and I can
get our membership secretary
to contact you.
Colin Hearn

Let’s Walk
Tuesday 21 May – Lets
Walk from Querença:
A beautiful circular walk of about
2.5 hours to the the Fonte de
Benemola and beyond climbing
up into the hillsides, with
fabulous spring flowers.10am
start. Meet at the Casa de Pasto
/ Alcino Dias. From Loulé follow
the signs for ‘Querença’ and
‘Barranco do Velho’ (N396).
After approximately 10km turn
left to Querença and then stay
on this road for 2.5km when you
will see the café on the left (do
not turn left into the village). Julie
965 753 033
Tuesday 28 May – Let’s
Walk among th
e F
oothills:
the
Foothills:
A moderately easy walk in the
foothills with some climbs but
there are fantastic views down
to the coast. This walk will
allow you to discover an area

that you would never see on
your own as it is well off the
beaten track.10am start. Meet
at the café O Pescador. Drive
into Silves over the bridge and
go right. At the next roundabout
take the 1st exit and drive for
about 5km, when after an old
factory on the right you will see
a sign for ‘Pinheiro & Garrado’
to the left. Turn and drive for
500m at the fork go left and the
café is just there on the left.
Chris 913 011 537
All are very welcome please
just come along ready for a
prompt start. Please wear
shoes suitable for country
walking, bring some water and
a sense of humour. There is a
nominal charge of 5 euro p.p.
this includes a donation to
charity (full details
www.portugalwalks.com)

On 10 and 12 May, the sports hall of the
D. Paio Peres Correia school in Tavira was
the setting for the first seminar in Mugairyu
Mushokai-Hachimanryu Iaido ever to be
held in Portugal. The seminar concluded
with examinations for the students of Ken
Shin Kan Tavira, the local iaido club
affiliated with Tavira Ju-Jitsu Club. Ken
Shin Kan Tavira is currently the only
recognised representative of this style of
iaido in Portugal, and is working hard to
spread familiarity with this idiosyncratic
martial art.
The principal instructor at the seminar
was the renowned martial arts master Soke
Leif Hermansson, 10th Dan, President of
the World Traditional Martial Arts Society
(WTMAS). Soke Leif is the direct student
of O-sensei Hamamoto Hisao, the
fourteenth successor of this Okinawan
style of iaido which has been handed down
from father to son in an unbroken line for
more than eight centuries.
Ken Shin Kan Tavira and Tavira JuJitsu Club would like to thank the
Municipal Councillor with responsibility for

sports, the President of the Municipal
Council of Tavira, and Shihan Helder
Nunes, President of the Portuguese
National Ju-Jitsu Federation, for their kind
support in making this event such a
success. The clubs would also like to
thank the Sports Division of the Municipal
Council, as well as the Tavira-based

“Kombate Fácil” martial arts club, in the
persons of Sensei José Maurício and
Instructor Walter Martins, for their
friendship and generosity.
Ken Shin Kan Tavira trains weekly in the
main hall of the “União de Freguesias da
Luz de Tavira e Santo Estevão”, in Luz de
Tavira – Fridays, from 6.30pm until 8.30pm.

Algarve Wine Society Trip to the Lisbon Region
Steve and Frances Rigby
took twenty six members of the
AWS on a tour of the Lisbon
wine region last week.
This region, known
previously as Estremadura, sits
between the atlantic and the
Tejo; all the vineyards visited
were between the sea and the
Montejunto mountains on the
Rota do Vinho d’Oeste.
With its proximity to the
Atlantic, the area enjoys a
micro climate characterised by
heavy sea mist in the early
mornings shrouding the hills
and bearing moisture for the
vines. The soil (terroir) varies
from vineyard to vineyard,
being sandy, granite, limestone
or clay.
It was raining when we
arrived at our first Winery,
Quinta do Pinto, but a cheerful
Rita Pinto, who had just moved
our tasting and lunch from the
rainy garden onto the veranda
of the Quinta, greeted us with a
glass of Pinto fresh chilled
Lasso rose wine and a new
Portuguese word,

“desenroscar” - which is what
you do when things go wrong!
Afternoon found the party at
Quinta de Sant’Ana in Mafra, a
family run wine estate in a
stunning setting only 12 kms
from the coast where more
wines were tasted and enjoyed
and where the production is
completely organic; no
herbicides or pesticides, the
estate received organic
certification in 2018. The
calcarious clay soil and the
cool atlantic climate produces
wines with vibrant acidity and
oceanic minerality. The estate,
run by James and Ann Frost, is
one of the few in Portugal
producing Riesling wine.
Our trip was gently paced
visiting eight Wineries in this
Atlantico area, the majority of
which remained family run
Estates: Quinta do Pinto,
Quinta de Chocapalha, Quinta
Sant’Ana, Quinta do
Sanguinhal and Vale de
Capucha. It was both moving
and fascinating to see the
dedication and passion for

viticulture these families
brought to winemaking; quality
and excellence taking
precedence over quantity and
commercialism. Other wineries
visited included Quinta de
Monte d’Oiro, Adega Mae and
Casal Santa Maria.
Our final day brought another

surprise: a visit to Casal Sta
Maria in Colares just outside
Sintra.
The AWS party stayed at the
elegant 5-star Dolce Campo
Real Hotel in Turcifal.
To learn more about the
AWS visit
www.algarvewinesociety.com.
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Expand your cooking knowledge
ooking should be a pleasure but not
all of us are professionals in the
kitchen, so for those who are looking
to learn more there are new workshops
taking place in the Alentejo.
The Santiago Hotel Cooking & Nature,
located in Santiago do Cacém first opened
in July 2017 under new management by
DHM, Discovery Hotel Management, and
has since become a hotel dedicated to
culinary and gastronomic experiences.
Central to the hotel is the large open
kitchen, where guests can experience not
only the chefs preparing meals in the Á
Terra restaurant, they can also take part in
master classes and workshops.
Culinary workshops for guests and visitors
began in 2018 with the founding of the
Santiago Cooking Academy. Master
classes take place over two days and allow
participants the chance to deepen their

C

Snail Festival returns to
São Brás de Alportel
The 6th Snail Festival of
São Brás de Alportel will be
taking place between 17
and 19 May, with plenty of
entertainment planned to
accompany your snails.
On the Friday and
Saturday evening the
festival, which takes place
at the municipal sports
hall, will start at 6pm with
music from local artists

and DJs, while on Sunday
the festivities will begin at
3pm.
Entry to the festival costs
€3.50 for a day pass and €9
for a three day pass with
discounts available for
passes purchased before
the festival.
For further information,
please visit www.cmsbras.pt

knowledge on a certain gastronomic
theme.
If you would rather get a taste for the
subject then the workshops are an ideal
option, with a fresh agenda each month
bringing together various experiences.
The most recent master classes were
dedicated to traditional Portuguese
cuisine, including many homemade
classics and including a visit to a vineyard,
while upcoming classes reflect the
seasons and seasonal produce.
Cookery workshops take place every day
for between one and three hours and
feature a whole host of different themes
including Alentejo bread making, how to
make desserts and summer favourites.
For further information on workshops or
stays at the Santiago Hotel Cooking and
Nature, please call 269 249 900 or email
info@santiagohotel.pt

The World of Wine
The Fladgate Partnership, owners of iconic port wine brands such as Taylor’s, Croft, Fonseca and
Krohn and luxury hotels including The Yeatman, have announced that it has commissioned
international bestselling author and renowned historian Neill Lochery to write three major works starting with the official book of their €100million World of Wine project in Porto, Portugal.
Set to open to the public
in mid-2020, World of Wine
will be a massive cultural
complex with a collection
of experiences dedicated
to the history and
development of the
industries that have
shaped the city and region

– including wine, cork and
fashion and design.
Expected to attract over 1
million visits each year,
World of Wine will
incorporate a series of
museums, restaurants,
artisan and handicraft
shops, an international
wine school and extensive
temporary exhibition space.
It is being developed in
30,000m2 of former
warehouse space in the
historic centre of Vila Nova
de Gaia on the south bank
of the Douro river in Porto,
Portugal.
Adrian Bridge, CEO, The
Fladgate Partnership said:
“We want to shine the
spotlight on Porto and
surrounding area and

engage with our visitors
from Portugal as well as the
millions of visitors that travel
to Portugal from around the
world each year.
”Neill [Lochery] will write
a series of major works for
us over the coming years,
starting with the official
book of World of Wine. He
has an ability to make
history accessible and
engaging, and has been
hugely successful in taking
many of the little known yet
important histories of
Portugal to an international
audience. We are
delighted that he will write
the official book that will be
released worldwide in mid2020 to coincide with the
opening of World of Wine.”

Writer Neill Lochery said:
“It is a pleasure to have
been invited by Adrian
[Bridge] – he is man who
has done an enormous
amount to transform the
city in recent years. I am
thrilled to be working on
the project that is helping
develop Gaia and the Porto
region and bring new and
exciting experiences to
local and international
visitors alike.
There is a rich and
fascinating history, from
medieval times to the
present day – and I look
forward to chronicling the
importance of Porto and
the surrounding area to
Portuguese and world
history.”
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How to cut your food waste
Tonnes of food is thrown away every year, and while we may try our best to cut down on waste, very
few of us are entirely without guilt on this one.
A large proportion of food
waste comes from the
manufacturing the
hospitality sectors but the
rest comes from
household waste.
Want to take on the
challenge, and cut your
contributions towards
climate change too? Here
are some steps to take at
home, to reduce your
household’s food waste...
Buy what you need
If a recipe you’re planning
on making only requires
one red pepper, avoid
buying the multipack - even
if it works out cheaper - if
you know you’re unlikely to
eat the rest.
Save all your leftover
pasta
Chuck odds and ends of
spaghetti and fusilli in
together, for a medley that

can be thrown in with a
sauce, or into soup.
Grate cheese and
freeze
Preempt mouldy ends of
cheese by grating the lot and
freezing for a later date,
when mac and cheese,
lasagne or cheese on toast is
needed. In fact, most dairy
freezes brilliantly - especially
milk and hard cheese.
Pickle and preserve
Got a glut of tomatoes,
cucumber, cabbage etc.?
Pickling veggies, or
making chutneys, is a great
way to use them up, and
store them for later use.
Eat the skins
Opt for skin-on chips, roast
carrots and parsnips with
the skins on, and even
beetroot skin is more than
edible - it’ll save you time

What’s New
Algarve Sitters

Algarve’s Sitters is a new
company based in the Algarve
which offers many varied services
for babies, children, adults and
senior citizens. Its employees
have been carefully selected
according to their qualifications,
experience and professionalism.
Babies and Children: Algarve´s
Sitters offer babysitting services
during the day or night and can
include trips to the beach, shows
or theme parks in the knowledge
that their enjoyment will be in
complete safety and well-being.
They can also arrange theme
parties for children during
events such as birthdays,
weddings,
baptisms
or
company events. Technical
specialised care is also available
for children with special needs.
Adults and Senior citizens: The
varied and comprehensive services
offered for adults and senior
citizens include company,
conversation and reading for those
unable to leave home, assisting
with shopping, visiting friends,

accompanying to a cinema or show
and supplying support in administrative procedures at Town
Halls, Schools, utility companies,
car registration, etc.
Transport and support to
hospital and doctor’s appointments and for regular treatments
is also supplied, and carers are able
to remain with the patient at home
or in hospital, or care for those
remaining at home.
In all cases an employee will be
allocated that speaks the language
of the client or the child. All
services supplied by the company
are fully covered by insurance.
You will be guaranteed a
professional and caring service on
all bookings.
There are many additional
services offered by Algarve’s
Sitters and a detailed list of these
and the hourly rates can be found
on their website: www.
algarvesitters.com, Tel: (+351)
914 118 599 or for general
enquiries please email geral@
algarvesitters.com

If all else fails, everything except meat, fish and dairy can
go straight in the compost. (Photo: PA Photo)

not having to peel ‘em too.
Keep an eye on use by
dates
Whether in the fridge, or if
you’re bulk shopping, freeze
things immediately if you
know you’re not going to get
round to eating them in time
to beat their use by date.

the week, it’ll cut down on
your fridge filling with
random bits of food without
a job to do. Also, if you
know what you’ve got in,
you’ll be able to work out
what to do with leftovers
too.

Keep your fridge tidy
If you can see what you’ve
got, use by dates will be
Use your nose
easier to access, and you’ll
The best before date is a
guideline, use your nose - if avoid ending up with a
salad drawer of green,
something smells OK and
looks OK to eat, it probably decaying mush.
is. Use by dates though
Make soups, stocks
ought to be abided by.
and smoothies
All three can use up tonnes
Buy the ugly fruit and
of leftover veggies and fruit
veg
on the turn, plus they freeze
The wonky veg is most
really well.
often the kind that ends up
in landfill - rescue it, it’ll
Compost
taste just as good as the
aesthetically beautiful stuff. If all else fails, everything
except meat, fish and dairy
Plan meals ahead, and can go straight in the
compost, so any nutrients
think about how you
can return to the soil.
could reuse leftovers
PA/TPN
If you have a meal plan for
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Gardening

Hanging basket perfection

Time to
when placing the outer
plants.Usually the tallest
plant will go in the centre,
surrounded by the lower
trailers, which need to be
planted closer to the edge,
but if your basket is going to
face in a particular
direction, put the biggest
plant at the back and the
lower trailers in front of it.
To minimise any damage
when planting, remove
each plant from its pot and
use the pot alone as the
planting template, easing it
down into the planting hole
to make it the right size.
Then your plant will slot
right in.

So often hanging baskets can end up looking lacklustre and forlorn, with
gaps where filler plants should have gone, holes in moss liners and a lack of
regular watering.

preferably the sort which has
added plant food, is ideal,
although you will still have to
feed your basket plants
during the summer, bearing
in mind how many of the
nutrients will be washed
away when you’re constantly
watering. When you reach
the top of the basket, firm the
compost down so there are
no air holes.

Water your
basket well
using a
watering
can rose.
(Photo:
Hannah
Stephenson/
PA Photo)

Choose your plants
If you want your basket to
be admired from all sides,
choose one larger plant to
put in the centre, such as
an upright fuchsia or
geranium, and select
around five other plants to
place around it.
These could range from
trailing petunias and
calibrachoa, to bacopa,
lobelia, nemesia, diascia
and helichrysum, although
there are many other
suitable plants available.

Hang it up
Hang up your basket on a
wall bracket or other hook
or frame (some hanging
baskets are really heavy, so
make sure your bracket is
secured tightly and is strong
enough to take the weight).

Position the tall and
the small
Try positioning your chosen
plants on top of the
compost before planting,
so you can decide which
looks best where. Make
sure your gaps are even

Be waterwise
Water your basket well
using a watering can rose.
That way, the water will
seep into the compost to
reach your plants, rather
than running straight
through it.

H

owever, expert
Nathan Syrett,
assistant plant
manager at
Squire’s Garden Centres,
has been running hanging
basket masterclasses at its
Stanmore store for a
number of years, and offers
the following advice to
hanging basket hopefuls…
Choose the right
materials and plants
Go for the biggest basket
you can, as this will hold

more compost and require
slightly less watering than
smaller baskets. Metalframed baskets are ideal,
but you will have to line
them.
Various water-retaining
liners include coir and
sphagnum moss, although
you can even cut up an old
woolly jumper to line a
basket, which will soak up
the water and keep in the
compost.
Build the lining up in circles
until it reaches the top of

the basket, and lift it up to
make sure you can’t see
any gaps.
Make a reservoir
Cut a small circle of plastic
from your compost bag to
make a reservoir in the
bottom of your liner, to hold
just enough water to keep
the compost moist, while
still allowing free drainage
at the sides.
Add your compost
Multipurpose compost,

Keep it healthy
Keep your basket well
watered. In the height of
summer you’ll need to do it
twice a day, once in the
morning and once in the
evening. Feed your basket
bedding plants regularly
with either plant food or
tomato food, following the
instructions on the packet,
and deadhead often to
encourage further blooms.
PA/TPN

S

he has helped
celebrities
including Gemma
Collins, Ferne
McCann and Katie Piper
chuck out their clutter and
reorganise their lives.
Now ex-investment banker
Nicola Lewis, who started
her company This Girl Can
Organise two years ago,
has written Mind Over
Clutter, a guide to cleaning
and clearing your home,
room by room, and in so
doing, improve your mental
wellbeing.
“Although a clean
environment won’t
necessarily solve all your
problems, it can have an
enormous impact on your
emotional wellbeing and
outlook, and make all the
difference to your life,” she
writes.
“When I started the job, I
didn’t see the link with
mental wellbeing. But
when clients became
distressed pulling out
certain items, I quickly
adapted the rule that I was
in control of the situation,
and I was here to help
them.
“That quickly made them
feel calmer if they had
someone holding their
hand doing the task.”
She notes that having
unnecessary clutter lying
around can act like a visual
noise, each item
potentially triggering an
alarm bell in your head.
“The truth is, most of us
have so much stuff either
lying around in full view or
shoved inside cupboards,
that it’s sometimes
impossible to find what we
are looking for when we

Interiors

declutter your home
want it,” she writes.
US research has found that
cluttered homes can be
stressful to live in. Yet many
people avoid reorganising
their things and throwing
items away.
Life changes such as
losing your job or divorce,
can all lead to feeling the
need to surround yourself
with comforting things and
ending up with clutter, she
reflects.
So, how can decluttering
help your mental health?
It gives you clarity: “If you
walk into a messy room, it
acts as a distraction to what
you’ve got to do and where
you’ve got to go.”
It gives you back some
control: After suffering low
mood following the birth of
her second child, Lewis
used tidying and
organising her home as
therapy.
“That organisation gave
me great comfort and a
sense of control. I can see
that association with
others, where they’ve been
let down and have lost
control of a part of their life.”
She notes in the book that

it’s liberating and
empowering to purge the
stuff you don’t want or need
any more. It makes you
want to smile and gives you
the space to breathe, to be
calm and to focus on
what’s important to you.
You’ll feel energised:
“Having a tidy house gives
me so much energy. It
means I can focus on the
other things that are
important, like the family
and work. It allows me to
be creative.”
Lewis suggests asking
yourself if the clutter
around you serves a
purpose. “In my home,
everything I see I like, I love,
I use. If I don’t, then it’s
gone.”
So, what should you
ditch and what should
you keep?
Clothes: Store clothes in
seasonal order. Put out-ofseason clothes into
mothproof bags, label them
and stick them in the loft.
Lewis doesn’t place time
limits on what to chuck and
what not to chuck. But
when she takes a bag out
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Nicola Lewis, who has helped celebrities organise their homes and their lives,
shows how clearing out your clutter can tidy your life and your mind.

of the loft with the change
of season, if she recalls
that she didn’t wear a
particular item last year,
she will ditch it.
Make-up: Watch for the
recommended use-by
dates on make-up items
including creams and
mascaras, which might be
12 months or less from the
day of opening. Ditch
anything which is out of
date. Lipsticks tend to be
six to 12 months, mascara
might be less. Mark
suncreams with a Sharpie
as soon as you open them
to easily know when they
are going to expire.
Decluttering your home makes you feel energised. (Photo: PA Photo)

Kitchen
equipment:
“We’ve gone through a
decade of watching chefs
on TV and have been
suckered into buying their
books, their products and
gadgets. We’ve got food
processors and smoothie
makers,” says Lewis.
Consider if you actually use
an item and if you could
see it, would you use it
more often? If the answer
is no to both, it can go.

Don’t save anything for
best - use it all the time. If
you have excess glasses
and crockery you bring out
at Christmas, find a place
in a dresser or cupboard in
another room to house
them.
Food: Clear out your food
cupboards and throw away
anything past its use-by
date. Write a list of what you

do have and check that
before you go shopping, so
you don’t end up with 12
tins of tomatoes you don’t
need. Avoid ‘3 for 2’ deals if
you really don’t have the
space.
Have a notepad inside your
kitchen cupboard to
remind yourself of what you
need to buy. Transfer
cereal, pasta and other dry
goods into clear

rectangular storage
containers which are easy
to stack and much tidier
than cardboard boxes.
Make a meal planner on a
Sunday to work out what
you’ll be eating in the week
ahead, to avoid waste and
over-stocking.
Mind Over Clutter by Nicola
Lewis is published by
Harper Thorsons
PA/TPN
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Animal World

Best Paws forward

O

ur judge is ready.
Colin Cummins
will be joining us
again as show
judge. Colin has bred and
shown Labradors and
Chows.
Bring your gorgeous dogs
along to the Dog Show and
show Colin what beautiful
dogs we have here in the
Algarve.
The show is open to all
dogs, pedigrees, mixed
breeds, rufty tuftys, 4 legged,
3 legged, 2 legged with
wheels. It is a FUN dog show
to highlight the uniqueness
of all dogs. To highlight their
characters and
personalities, well trained
and cheeky!! And it is these
traits which Colin will be
looking for.
If your dog has a special trick
up its sleeve, whether it be
sitting and stay on
command, roll over,
balance biscuit on nose,
shake paw or play football –
every dog is special and
unique and they all enjoy
showing off. Or think about
dressing up like your dog for
the dog and owner
lookalike, whether it is
painting your face or in fancy
dress.
The aim of the Algarve Dog
Show is to have fun and
raise money for charity. The
more PAWS THROUGH
THE DOOR the more
money is raised for the
charity.
The 2nd GIVE ME the
PAW Obedience Trophy
–GIVE ME the PAW have
come up with a small
competition which will run
as part of the Algarve Dog
Show each day. You can
enter your dog into the
competition for €3 per dog

and all money raised will go
to this years charity. So what
is it? There are 6 exercises
which your dog and you will
be marked on. STARTING
POSITION – dog has to go
close to owners left leg, turn
around and sit. HEELWORK
ON LEAD – dog has to walk
close to owner, 2 turns left, 2
turns right, 2 Uturns and a
stop. RECALL – recall from
20 metres. DISTANCE
CONTROL – 3 metres
distance dog has to down
and sit up. DOWN & STAY 30
SECONDS – owners go 20
metres away. SOCIABILITY
AND GENERAL
EVALUATION – good
relationship between dog,
owner and judge. Great
prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd
places. So have a go, even if
you and your dog are not
100% prepared, it is all fun
and raises more money for
the charity.
PAWS THROUGH THE
DOOR - There are 16
classes each day which are
open for all to enter, there
are classes for mixed
breeds and pedigree so
everyone is welcome.
Please see list of classes.
Puppies have to be over 4
months and the class is
open to those aged up to 9
months. All the other classes
are open to one and all. All
you need to enter a class is
to bring your dog, a lead and
its vaccination record
book
book. Each class is 3€ to
enter with the 5th class FREE
and all proceeds go to the
charity. The more paws that
enter then the more money
is raised for the charity.
This years chosen charity is
Coraçao100dono situated
near Loulé and providing
refuge for up to 230 animals
and feeding many others on
the streets.
Coraçao100dono work
tirelessly to provide shelter,
food and medical care for
these animals, while trying
to find then loving forever
homes. Money raised at this
years show will go towards
providing sterilisation and
medication.
CaneUtile dog club will be
doing a demonstration each
day. CaneUtile is a non-

profit dog sport club which
has as a mission to integrate
dogs in society and promote
dog sports. The club has
won the National Champion
School’s title 8 times, and
the chief trainer Celso Alves
is the most titled trainer in
Portugal being a worldwide
reference and winning the
Mondioring’s Portuguese
Cup for 11 times and
participating at the World
Cup several times.
The club has available
rehabilitation and behaviour
problems’ programmes, the
basic obedience
programme for pet dogs
and sports as Obedience,
IPO and Monitoring. The
club also trains and provides
dogs for movies, series and
other productions.
So come along and join us
on 8 and 9 June at Lagoa,
as part of the International
Algarve Fair, and help us
raise much needed funds
for this local charity.
Please arrive at least 45
minutes before the start of
the class to allow time for
registration and to get to the
collecting ring before the
start of your class.
You need to bring your dog’s
vaccine document. The vet
will have the right to exclude
you if you do not have this
with you. You have to have
the microchip number and
up to date rabies vaccination
to enter.
Best Paws Forward!
Paws 4 Pets 917 152 209
juliep@paws4pets.pt
www.paws4pets.pt

PETS

FOR

ADOPTION

BIANCA (born 2017) was
found wandering in Odiaxere.
She is happy and lively, loves
playing with all dogs. Sterilised,
microchipped and vaccinated. If
you would like to meet her email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com

Health

Banish dandruff

T

Shoulders, one in two of us
will experience dandruff at
some point in our lives, so
it’s a fairly common issue
that plenty of people can
relate to.
Thankfully, there are also
ways to effectively combat
the white stuff. We asked
Dr Rolanda Wilkerson,
principal scientist at the

27

Among all of the hair issues you can wake up and encounter - greasy, flat,
split ends - finding a bunch of unsightly white flakes nestled among the
follicles has to be one of the worst.

A common misconception of dandruff is that it’s associated with lack of hygiene.
(Photo: iStock/PA)

he most annoying
thing about
dandruff is that no
matter how much
you wash your hair, those
pesky flakes don’t seem to
disappear. And the more
you attempt to brush them
out? The worse they seem
to get.
According to Head and
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anti-dandruff haircare
brand to share her advice.
“A common misconception
of dandruff is that it’s
associated with lack of
hygiene, however this is
not the case, and it is
actually a really common
issue - over 50% of the
world’s population
experience dandruff at

some point,” she says.
“In the same way that the
skin on our body has a
unique way of telling us
when something is not
quite right, our scalp and
hair does too. For example,
weather and climate can
be a key player, with cold or
dry weather exacerbating
the issue.
“Dandruff is caused by a
fungus called ‘Malassezia
globosa’ which lives on the
scalp. It’s the reaction that
the fungus has with an
individual’s skin which
determines whether they
get dandruff or not.
“The fungus feeds on the
scalp’s natural oils and
creates an acidic byproduct that can cause
irritation - depending on
your genetic
predisposition.
“If your skin gets irritated by
this acidic by-product, then
it naturally accelerates the
production of new skin
cells, which clump
together. This leads to the
white skin flakes that are
the most visible signs of
dandruff.
“While dandruff cannot be
cured, it can be treated.

Early and invisible signs of
dandruff - such as itching,
dryness, irritation and
oiliness - and visible signs
of flakes, can be treated in
a variety of ways.”
Here, Wilkerson gives her
top tips for treating dandruff
and preventing it in the first
place:
Exfoliate: “Comb the
scalp and hair to get rid of
dead skin and extra
product. Be sure not to do
this too hard as this could
cause additional scalp skin
issues and make it worse.”
Prevent: “Use an antidandruff shampoo like
Head and Shoulders
regularly, and try not to
combine it with other
beauty products.
Following an anti-dandruff
product with a beauty
shampoo or conditioner
will wash away the active
ingredient and its
dandruff-fighting power.”
Cleanse and hydrate:
“Massage your shampoo
into the scalp to boost
blood-flow, and apply
conditioner to your scalp as
well as the ends of your
hair.”
Avoid heat: “Using a hair

dryer or added heat can dry
out the scalp.”
Reduce stress: “Stress
can trigger dandruff in
some people, so taking
time out for yoga,
meditation, general
relaxation and fitness can
help to reduce symptoms.”
Try home remedies:
“Some people swear by
home remedies to provide
temporary relief of dandruff,
such as a few drops of tea
tree oil.”
Eat healthily: “Some fatty,
salty or sugary foods like
cheese and chocolate can
trigger dandruff, as well as
not consuming enough
foods that contain zinc,
vitamin B and omega 3.”
Don’t ignore your
scalp: “It’s important to
note that taking care of the
scalp is just as vital as
taking care of the skin on
the rest of the body. Taking
preventative care can not
only reduce any signs of
flaking that you may see,
but it can also address any
further signs of an
unhealthy scalp that are
invisible to the eye - like
excess oil, dryness and
PA/TPN
itching.”
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Why you should be using aftersun
Most people learn about the importance of sun cream the
hard way, when a delightful day on the beach ends not with a
gorgeous tan, but with frazzled, fiery red skin that radiates
heat and causes searing pain whenever you accidentally
brush it against your bed sheets. Ouch.

I

Whether an obvious burn or not, the skin goes through defence processes when under
attack from UV radiation
radiation.. (Photo: PA Photo)

n those cases,
slathering yourself in
aloe vera and heading
for the shade is the
obvious thing to do, but did
you know that even if you
haven’t reached lobster
levels of sunburn, you
should still be applying
aftersun?
“Whether an obvious burn
or not, the skin goes
through defence processes
when under attack from UV
radiation. It should be a
daily ‘go to’ after any sun
exposure,” says Abi Cleeve,
MD of Ultrasun UK.
Why is aftersun so
important?
“A truly hydrated skin is key to
healthy skin. When cells are
hydrated and oxygenised,
they cope much better with
oxidative stress, such as UV,
pollution and infrared-A,”
Cleeve explains.
“An overexposure to UV
works in a similar way to an
overdose of thermal
radiation (heat). When your
skin burns - UV or thermal
burn - the damage spreads
through the skin cells after
the exposure has ceased.
“Most people only feel
‘burnt’ after a few hours out
of the sun, and we know with
a thermal burn - such as
from the iron or the oven the damage continues to
spread after the source of
the burn has stopped.

Getting key cooling
ingredients on to the skin
really helps.”
What does aftersun do?
Cleeve recommends
Ultrasun’s new Aftersun
Tan Booster, which
contains an ingredient
called superoxide
dismutase that gives the
skin all-important
antioxidants, plus cooling
menthols.
“Of course, hydration in a
way the skin can utilise is
vital. So many products
may hydrate in the short
term, but product is quickly
processed through the
skin’s system, leaving no
longer-term support,” she
says.
“With this true level of
support, the skin is less
likely to go into trauma,
meaning it doesn’t dry and
peel as easily, and you’ll
prolong your tan with a
gorgeous, hydrated glow.”

How much aftersun
should you apply?
“Lots!” Cleeve advises. “I
mean that, actually - an
immediate application is
important, but don’t be
afraid to add more to keep
the skin saturated with
hydration.”
And that, in turn, will help
your tan last longer - a
fortunate side effect of
soothing your skin.
“I will always say sun
protection is THE most
important thing, but
aftersun comes a close
second!” Cleeve adds.
“I was even applying it to
my kids when they were
toddlers, who didn’t care
about prolonging their tan.
I had kept them super safe
in the sun, but I knew what
the skin needed after sun
exposure. Aftersun should
be part of your sunny day
routine, at home and
abroad.”
PA/TPN

Health
Health
& Beauty

Summer hair SOS

“

Over-exposure to
sun, sea and sand or
chlorine can cause
damage to the hair.
Signs of damage mainly
include bleaching out or
fading of colour, dryness,
split ends and increased
flyaways or frizz,” says
Luke Hersheson, John
Frieda UK creative
director. “Generally,
thicker, coarser and darker
hair is more resilient to the
UVA/UVB rays. This type of
hair tends to be less dry as
a result of over-exposure.
This is because oil tends to
reside in the pigment of
darker coloured hair.”
But even thick, dark hair
can suffer in summer.
“The hotter weather and
summer holidays can affect
all hair types, regardless of
texture,” warns John Vial,
co-founder of Salon
Sloane. “However,
coloured hair is prone to
greater absorption as it
tends to be more porous.”
Hersheson agrees: “If
you’ve lightened your hair,
you need to be more careful
as you’ve partially started
stripping away the natural
oil along with the pigment.”
So what can we do to fight
these folicular foes? It’s
about prevention and cure,
the experts say, knowing
what to do - and what not to
do - before and after
exposure to the elements.
Cover up
“There are some basic and
easy rules to protecting
your hair - the most

obvious being wearing a
sun hat or headscarf. This
will act as a physical barrier
between yourself and the
sun,” Hersheson advises.
Slather on SPF
Vial says: “Like with our
skin, the sun can also
damage our hair and scalp
- if a hat isn’t your style, use
a good quality SPF for your
hair to stop the chlorine
penetrating each shaft of
the hair. I’d also
recommend using colourprotecting shampoo and
conditioner as this will
prevent fade.”
Mask while you bask
He continues: “Whilst on
the beach, a great way to
look after hair is to put a
treatment on the midlengths and ends and then
put it in a braid - this will
provide nourishment whilst
keeping hair off your face
whilst you sunbathe.”
Tame those tangles
“Brush hair twice a day to
keep tangles at bay,” Vial
says. “Start at the ends and
work slowly up the shaft to
avoid knots collecting.”
Hydrate from the
inside
It’s not just what you put on
your hair that matters:
“Start from the inside out,”
Vial says. “Make sure you
drink plenty of water to
keep hair and skin
hydrated. Also eating lots of
oily fish will promote shine
and add nourishment.”
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We all love the summer, however days in the sunshine can play
havoc with our hair.

Try a treatment
“A deep conditioner is
incredible at restoring hair
health,” Hersheson
recommends. “I love the
John Frieda Full Repair
Hydrate and Rescue Deep
Conditioner. It’s a rich, yet
lightweight deep
conditioner that is perfect
for protecting and repairing
all dry and damaged hair
types, including colourtreated hair.”
“For complete control and
repair of rebellious hair we
offer ultimate treatment from
KeraStraight,” says Harry
Wiffen, senior stylist, Trevor
Sorbie. “The treatment is a
protein based hair
smoother and repairing
treatment. The treatment
has the added benefit of
holding blow-dries for
longer and works to limit the
effects of humidity on frizz
prone hair.”
Half the heat
“Minimise the use of heat
appliances as these will
only do further damage to
already dry hair,” Vial
warns.

The hotter weather and summer holidays can affect all hair types, regardless of texture
texture..
(Photo: PA Photo)

Add an oil
“Hair oils are a great
solution to help put
moisture back into
damaged hair,” Vial
advises. “Depending on
how damaged the hair is,
I’d recommend using them
once or twice a week,

applying it through the midlengths to the ends putting it on the roots of the
hair can potentially reduce
volume.”
Chop and change
“Prevention is better than
cure,” Vial says. “I always

advise my clients to never
let it get to the stage where
the hair has become
damaged, however, if you
have allowed it to happen,
then the first thing to do is to
book in for a cut to remove
the damaged ends.”
PA/TPN
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North & Centre

Cinema
NEW THIS WEEK

EXHIBITIONS

John Wick 3 - Stars:
Keanu Reeves, Halle
Berry, Ian McShane.
Genre: Action, Thriller.
Director: Chad Stahelski.
Rating: R. Plot: Superassassin John Wick is on the
run after killing a member of
the international assassin's
guild, and with a $14 million
price tag on his head - he is
the target of hit men and
women everywhere.
Extremely Wicked,
Shockingly Evil and Vile Stars: Lily Collins, Zac Efron,
Angela Sarafyan. Genre:
Biography, Crime, Drama.
Director: Joe Berlinger.
Rating: R. Plot: A courtroom

Living Paintings of
Caravaggio. 5 May – 25
May, Igreja de S.Roque, Lisbon.
Tickets €15. www.mais.scml.pt
Oil Room by Per Barclay.
14 May – 28 July, Carpintarias
de São Lázaro. Entry €2.
Arco Lisboa – International
Contemporary Art. 16 – 19
May, Cordoaria Nacional,
Lisbon. www.ifema.es
frenzy ensues and sweeps
1970s America when a young
single mother reluctantly tips
the attention of a widespread
manhunt toward her longtime
boyfriend, Ted Bundy.

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
John Wick 3; A Dog's Journey;
Mary and the Witch's Flower;
The Intruder; Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (OV & PV);
Avengers: Endgame; Through
the Fire; The Queen's Corgi
(PV).
NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
John Wick 3; Fighting with
My Family; Extremely
Wicked, Shockingly Evil and
Vile; Pokémon Detective
Pikachu (OV & PV);
Breakthrough; Avengers:
Endgame; The Queen's Corgi
(PV).
Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
John Wick 3; A Dog's Journey;
Pokémon Detective Pikachu
(OV & PV); Solum; Avengers:
Endgame; The Big Trip (PV).
Algarcine – Portimão
John Wick 3; Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (OV & PV);
Up and Away (VP); Avengers:
Endgame.
Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
John Wick 3; Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (OV & PV);
Avengers: Endgame; The
Professor and the Madman;
Long Shot; Up and Away (PV);
Missing Link (VP); Wonder
Park (VP); The Big Trip (PV).
Algarcine – Lagos
The Big Trip (PV); The Curse
of La Llorona; Avengers:
Endgame; Missing Link (VP);
Wonder Park (VP); Hellboy.
Cineplace Algarve Shopping
– Guia
John Wick 3; Fighting with
My Family; Extremely
Wicked, Shockingly Evil and
Vile; Synonymes; Red Joan; A
Dog's Journey; Up and Away
(PV); Pokémon Detective
Pikachu (OV & PV); The
Intruder; We Die Young;
Breakthrough; Through the
Fire; The Beach Bum; The Big
Trip (PV); Dumbo (PV);
Avengers: Endgame; Wonder
Park (PV).
Cineplace – Portimão
Extremely Wicked, Shockingly
Evil and Vile; John Wick 3; A
Dog's Journey; Up and Away
(PV); Pokémon Detective
*(PV) = Portuguese version
(OV) = Original version.

Pikachu (OV & PV); The
Professor and the Madman;
Through the Fire; The Beach
Bum; The Big Trip (PV);
Avengers: Endgame; Wonder
Park (VP).
Cineplace Loures Shopping
John Wick 3; Fighting with
My Family; We Die Young;
Extremely Wicked, Shockingly
Evil and Vile; Dog's Journey;
Up and Away (PV); Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (OV & PV);
Through the Fire; The Beach
Bum; Breakthrough; Avengers:
Endgame; Wonder Park (VP);
The Big Trip (PV).
Cineplace Leiria Shopping
John Wick 3; Fighting with
My Family; Synonymes; A
Dog's Journey; Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (OV & PV);
Up and Away (PV); Velhos
Jarretas; Through the Fire; The
Beach Bum; Breakthrough;
Avengers: Endgame; The Big
Trip (PV); Wonder Park (PV);
The Queen's Corgi (PV).
Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
John Wick 3; Fighting with
My Family; Extremely
Wicked, Shockingly Evil and
Vile; A Dog's Journey; Up and
Away (PV); Red Joan; We Die
Young; Pokémon Detective
Pikachu (OV & PV); Avengers:
Endgame; The Beach Bum;
Solum; The Big Trip (PV);
Wonder Park (PV); Dumbo
(PV); The Queen's Corgi (PV).

Don’t believe in Modern
Love. 17 – 30 May, Tuesday
– Friday 2pm – 7pm. Rua das
Gaivotas 6, Lisbon. Free Entry.
www.ruadasgaivotas6.pt
Carlos Bunga Exhibition –
The architecture of Life.
Until 20 May, MAAT, Lisbon.
www.maat.pt
Muro – Urban Art Festival
LX 19. 23 May – 26 May,
various locations, free entry.
gau.cm-lisboa.pt/galleria.html
Joan Jonas Exhibition. 25
May – 1 September, Serralves,
Porto. www.serralves.pt

FIMI Festival of the Iberian
Mask. 16 – 19 May, Praça do
Império, Lisbon. www.fimi.pt
North Music Festival. 24 &
25 May, daily from 7pm,
Alfândega do Porto. Day pass
from €35. www.blueticket.pt
Book Fair 19. 29 May – 16
June, Parque Eduardo VII,
Lisbon. Find out about new
literature as well as discover
antiques and unique works.
www.feiradolivrodelisboa.pt
Lisbon Tech Job Fair. 30
May, 6pm – 9pm, Beta-I event
space, Av, Duque de Loulé,
Lisbon. nil@techmeetups.com
Beauty Summit. 17 & 18
June, from 10am daily, ETIC,
Lisbon. Day pass from €45, 2
day pass €60. www.blueticket.pt
Rock in Rio Lisboa 20 & 21
June and 27 & 28 June, Parque
da Bela Vista, Lisbon.
www.rockinriolisboa.sapo.pt

MARKETS
Feira na Avenida. 2nd weekend
of the month. Avenida da
Liberdade, Lisbon. Free entry

Ted Joans: Exquisite
Corpse. Until 26 May,
Wednesday – Sunday, 3pm –
7pm. Lumiar Cité, Lisbon.
www.maumaus.org

Botanic Market – Saturdays,
9am to 1pm, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra.
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra

Out of Office. Until 9 June,
PADA studios, Barreiro, Lisbon.

CCB Market - 1st Sunday of
every month. Caminho Pedonal
e Praça CCB - Belém Cultural
Centre, Lisbon. Free entry.

Brain – wider than the sky.
Until 10 June, daily from 10am
– 6pm, Gulbenkian, Lisbon.
Tickets €5. www.gulbenkian.pt
Islamic Art. 12 July – 7
October, 10am – 6pm.
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian,
Lisbon. www.gulbenkian.pt
I’m Your Mirror, exhibition
by Joana Vasconcelos. Until
24 June, Serralves, Porto.
www.serralves.pt
Lisbon under the stars.
Until 17 July, various locations
and times in Lisbon. Narration
in Portuguese and English.
www.lisbonunderthestars.com

FAIRS & FESTIVALS

Antiques Market every 4 th
Saturday, 9am to 7pm. Terreiro
da Erva, Coimbra. 239 857
500, www.cm-coimbra.pt.
LxMarket – Sundays, 10am 7pm. Lx Factory, Lisbon.
lxmarket.com.pt
Mercado D’Aqui - 1st Sunday
of every month. Parque de
Jogos.1º de Maio sports field.
www.mercadodaqui.pt
Benfica Handicrafts
Market. 1st Saturday of the
month, 10am until 6pm.
Estrada de Benfica, Lisbon
Mercado de Santana. The
largest Open Air Market in

Estação Viana Shopping Viana do Castelo
Extremely Wicked, Shockingly
Evil and Vile; John Wick 3; Up
and Away (PV); Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (OV & PV);
Through the Fire; Avengers:
Endgame; Wonder Park (PV).
Algarcine Portimão: 282 411
888 / Olhão: 289 703 332 / Lagos: 282 799 138 / Sines: 269
633 510.

Cinemas NOS - Tavira, Faro

& Loulé cinemas.nos.pt

Flea Market. Every Tuesday
and Saturday, 9am until 6pm.
Campo de Santa Clara Lisbon
Handicraft and Antiques
Market. Saturdays 10am until
7pm. Mercado de Ribeira, Lisbon
Antique Book Fair. Every
Saturday 10am until 5pm. Rua
Anchieta, Chiado, Lisbon
Handicrafts Market.
Saturdays, Praça da Galiza, Vila
Nova de Cerveira

MUSIC
Carminho. 25 May, Coliseu
de Lisboa. Tickets from €18.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Ed Sheeran - Everything is
New Tour 2019 on 1 June at
the Estádio da Luz, Lisbon.
www.everythingisnew.pt/edsheeran/
Eddie Vedder. 20 June, 8.30pm,
Altice Arena Lisbon. Tickets
from €45. www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Scorpions Live. 26 June, Altice
Arena, 9pm. Tickets from €32.
www.everythingisnew.pt

North Music Festival. 24 & 25 May, Porto.
Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.
(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NOTE:

Tom Jones. 25 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,
Cascais. Tickets from €45.
www.blueticket.pt
Kraftwork. 31 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,
Cascais. Tickets from €25.
www.blueticket.pt
Billie Eilish. 4 September,
from 7pm. Coliseu de Lisboa,
Lisbon. Tickets from €26.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Gipsy Kings featuring
Andre Reyes. 14 September,
10pm, Feira de São Mateus,
Viseu. Tickets from €5.
www.feirasaomateus.pt
Michael Bublé. 30 September
& 1 October, 9pm, Altice
Arena Lisbon. Tickets from
€45. www.blueticket.pt
ABBA Gold. 11 October,
10pm, Salão Preto e Prata,
Casino Estoril. Tickets from
€30. www.blueticket.pt
Bryan Adams. 6 December,
9pm, Altice Arena Lisbon.
Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt

THEATRE & DANCE

Imaginarius. 23 – 25 May, Santa Maria de Feira.
Julio Iglesias Live. 29 June,
9.30pm, Altice Arena Lisbon.
Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt

Imaginarius Street theatre.
23 – 25 May. Santa Maria de
Feira. www.imaginarius.pt

Kool & the Gang. 30 June,
9.30pm, Altice Arena, Lisbon.
2 July, Casino Estoril. Tickets
from €35. www.blueticket.pt

A Midsummer Night’s Dream
– The Musical. 23 May – 2
June, Teatro Tivoli BBVA,
Lisbon. Tickets from €17.50.
www.teatrotivolibbva.pt

Rod Stewart Live in
Concert on 1 July at Altice
Arena. Tickets on sale.
www.arena.altice.pt

Flight No. 745. 24 – 25 May,
Friday and Saturday from
9.30pm, Sunday from 4.30pm.
www.tndm.pt

Tool. 2 July, Altice Arena,
Lisbon. Tickets from €42.
www.arena.altice.pt

Butterfly Lovers. 25 May,
9pm, Museu do Oriente, Lisbon.
www.museudooriente.pt

The Roots. 9 July, 8.30pm,
Parque Marechal Carmona,
Cascais. Tickets €40.
www.blueticket.pt

Grease the Musical. 25
May, from 10pm, Coliseu
Porto Ageas, Porto.

Jessie J. 10 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,
Cascais. Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt

Magical Minutes show. 8
June, from 9.30pm, Teatro
Aveirense, Aveiro.
www.teatroaveirense.pt

Il Divo. 14 July, 9pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon. Tickets from
€35. www.blueticket.pt

Traditional Thai dance
show. 28 June from 9pm, 29
June from 7pm. Museu do
Oriente. Price from €8.
www.museudooriente.pt

Jamie Cullum. 20 July,
8.30pm, Hipódromo Manuel
Possolo, Cascais. Tickets
from €25. www.blueticket.pt

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /

Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244
826 516 / Loures: 210 110 677 /
Riosul: 210 114 352 / Parque
Atlantico: 296 629 514 / Covilhã:
275 334 731 / Viana do Castelo:
258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

Portugal. Sundays, 8am until
1pm. Caldas da Rainha

Muse Theory World Tour. 24
July Passeio Marítimo de Algés
Lisbon. Tickets from €60.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Diana Krall. 24 July,
8.30pm, Hipódromo Manuel
Possolo, Cascais. Tickets
from €30. www.blueticket.pt

Madagascar the Musical.
30 June, Coliseu Porto Ageas,
Porto. Tickets from €15 €90. www.coliseu.pt
Don Quixote Ballet. 11 –
13 July, Thurs & Fri from
9pm, Saturday from 7pm.
Teatro Municipal do Porto –
Rivoli. Tickets €10.
www.cnb.pt

Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing.
Please send your events to events@theportugalnews.com by midday on Monday before publication.

Events
Transformations in Nature
Exhibition by the Algarve
Artists Network. 27 April – 31
July, Centro Cultural de Lagos.
FB@Algarveartistsnetwork
Exhibition ‘The Futurism of
Our Past’. Until 1 June.
Álvaro de Campos Municipal
Library. www.cm-tavira.pt
4 Seasons Photo Exhibition.
Until 25 May, Monday – Friday
10am – 4.30pm, Sala de Leitua,
Aljezur. www.cm-aljezur.pt
Listen to the Ocean by BJ
Boulter. Until 7 June,
Pontoon J, Lagos Marina.
Twenty Years Later… Until
31 July, Tuesday – Sunday
10am – 6pm. Lagos Cultural
Centre. www.cm-lagos.pt
Collective Exhibition
‘Nature’s Transformations’
Artists Network Algarve
Group. Until 31 July, Tuesdays
– Saturdays, 10am – 6pm.
Lagos Cultural Centre. 282
770 450, www.cm-lagos.pt
Local Arts & Crafts Expo.
Open daily 10am - 5pm.
Artes@Spa, Caldas de
Monchique.

Bike Polo Open tournament. 18 & 19 May, Trofa.
International Show
WORKSHOPS &
Jumping . 30 May – 2 June,
COURSES
Hipódromo do Campo Grande,
Lisbon. www.sociedadehipica.pt
Photography workshop,
with Miguel Valle de
The Colour Run Hero Tour.
Figueiredo. 11 & 25 May &
29 June, 4pm – 9pm, Centro
1 June. 2pm – 5pm.
Desportivo Bacional Jamor,
Atmosfera M Lisboa. Price
Oeiras. Tickets from €15.90.
from €50
www.thecolorrun.pt
French classes. Beginning
13 May, Mondays and Fridays
from 7pm – 8.45pm. Génios
Livres, Aveiro. 234 184 109,
info@genioslivres.pt
Kamifusen Workshop. 18
May, 2.30pm – 5.30pm, Museu
do Oriente, Lisbon. Cost €40.
www.museudooriente.pt
Kokedama Workshop. 18
May, 2.30pm – 5.30pm,
Centro de Eduçação Ambiental
do Esposende. Cost €12.
cea@esposendeambiente.pt
Óbidos Night Sketching
workshop. 18 May, from
9pm. dklimpgen@gmail.com
Astrophotography
workshop. 18 May, 2.30pm
– 7pm, Centro Multimeios
Espinho. Cost €18.
www.portal.cm-espinho.pt
Design thinking workshop.
21 May, 3pm – 8pm, FabLab
Porto. Cost from €10.
www.fablabporto.pt
Ikebana Workshop. 24 May
& 3 June, 2pm – 4pm, Museu
do Oriente, Lisbon. With Yuko
Kase. www.museudooriente.pt

SPORTS
Lisboa Belém Open. 13 –
19 May, Club Internacional de
football. Belém.
www.lisboabelemopen.com
2 Hardcourt Bike Polo
Open tournament. 18 – 19
May. São Romão do Coronado,
Trofa. Price €10. Registration
portobikepolo@gmail.com
nd

Douro Valley Half
Marathon. 26 May, Barragem
de Bagaúste, Armamar.
www.meiamaratona.pt

South

AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve. Live
auction 1 June. All items can be
viewed at the auction house and
through our online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com, 289 832
380, info@ahalgarve.com

Arte Natura - by Monika &
Bernhard. Craftwork with
natural materials. Caldas de
Monchique. Daily 10am to
6pm. 962 815 386.

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
9th Algarve Chef’s Week. 11 –
19 May. At participating hotels.
www.algarvechefsweek.com
6th Snail Festival. 17 – 19
May, various times. Municipal
Sports Hall São Brás de Alportel.
21 st Caldeirada and Seafood
Festival. 25 – 26 May.
Participating restaurants in
Armação de Pêra. www.cmsiles.pt
Portugal Tantra Festival.
3 – 8 June, Awakeland,
Monchique. Cost €350.
www.portugaltantrafestival.com
International Algarve Fair.
8-9 June, 10am – 6pm, Fatacil,
Lagoa. www.algarvefair.com 282
380 317, sales@algarvefair.com

2nd Lagos World Beer Fest.
27 -30 June, from 12pm,
Praça do Infante, Lagos.
Festival Med. 27 – 30 June.
Historic Centre Loulé.
www.festivalmed.pt
Candle Light and Cultural
Market, 4 – 8 July, from
7pm, Lagoa. Free Entry.
www.cm-lagoa.pt

MARKETS
Little Summer Bazaar.
18 May, Centro Congresso do
Algarve, Vilamoura. Free entry.
Maede3gemeos.blogspot.com
Tunes - 4th Saturday of the
month

Wine Tasting Notes Musical
Dinner with Classical
Orchestra. 18 May, 8pm,
Hotel Eva, Faro. Tickets €50.
289 860 890 www.bol.pt
Fine Dining & New Orleans
Jazz Night. 23 May, from
7.30pm, Raj Indian Restaurant,
Armação de Pêra. 282 320
260 info@hialgarve.com

National Championships.
18 – 19 May, Autodromo do
Algarve. Tickets from €5.
www.autodromodoalgarve.com

Ferreiras - 2nd and 4 th Tuesday
of the month
Guia - 3 rd Friday of the month
Areias de São João Flea
Market - 4th Saturday of the
month
Monte Gordo Flea Market 3rd Sunday of the month
V.N. de Cacela - 3 rd Sunday of
the month
Portimão Flea Market - 1 st
and 3rd Sunday of the month
Tavira - 3rd Saturday of the
month
São Brás de Alportel Flea
Market – 3rd Sunday of the
month
São Brás de Alportel
Market – Every Saturday
Car Boot Sale from 9am, 1 st
Sunday of each month. Old
School House, Vales, Aljezur.
Farmers Market. 1st Sunday
of each month, 10am – 1pm,
Quinta Shopping.
info@quintashopping.com

Hein Semke – Reunion
Exhibition. 18 May – 28
July, Portimão Municipal
Museum. www.cm-portimao.pt

Last weeks winner is
Abigail Davies, Messines
Falling in and out of Love.
24 May, 8.30pm, Espaço +,
Aljezur. Free entry.

Alcoutim Rally. 18 – 19
May, Martim Longo.
www.clubeautomovel.pt

Orchestra de Jazz Algarve
invites Benny Golson &
Dena DeRose. 24 May,
9.30pm, Centro Cultural de
Lagos. Tickets €12. 919 950
921. www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Volleyball European League.
25 – 26 May. Portimão Arena.
www.fpvoleibol.pt

Orquestra do Norte with
Jan Wierzba. 24 May, 9pm,
Cineteatro Louletano, Loulé.
Tickets €12. 289 860 890
www.cineteatrolouletano.bol.pt
Petter Cincotti – Long Way
from Home World Tour. 25
May, 9.30pm, Centro Cultural
de Lagos. Tickets €12. 919
950 921 www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Jazz in the Wineries – Miss
Manouche. 25 May, 5pm,
Silves Castle. Tickets €12. 282
440 800 www.cmsilves.bol.pt

Through the Window. 25 May, Boliqueime.

MUSIC
XXI Coral Week Lagoa. 11
– 19 May. Various locations.
www.semanacoral.net
A-May-Zing Music Event. 18
May, 6pm – late, Carvoeiro Clube
de Ténis. €25, including BBQ and
welcome drink. Presented by
Associação Obrigado Bombeiros.
964 877 032.

Moth Sailing European
Championships. 25 May –
2 June. Lagos Bay. www.cmlagos.pt

THEATRE & DANCE
Ballet streaming programme
at NOS Cinemas Carmen/
Petrushka 19 May, Romeo &
Juliet 11 June. Tickets: €12.
7 th Festival d‘Al-Buhera. 18
May, 1pm – 10pm, Pavilhão
Desportivo de Albufeira.
www.cm-albufeira.pt
Stand Up Comedy, presented
by The Surf Experience. May
22, from 9pm, Mullens Bar,
Lagos. Proceeds to the
Bombeiros.

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES

Ed Motta – Criterion of the
Senses World Tour. 26 May,
9.30pm, Centro Cultural de
Lagos. Tickets €12. 919 950
921 www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Painting in Oil and Acrylics
Workshop. Wednesday &
Friday, 10am – 12pm, Escola
de Artes Fernando Rodrigues,
Lagoa. 965 594 511

Dead Combo. 31 May, Lagos
Cultural Centre, 9.30pm.
Tickets €12 www.cm-lagos.pt

Meditation Workshops.
Every Saturday, 9am – 10am,
Parrot Castle Lagoa.
911 510 641,
andrea.schooheim@gmail.com

Benjamin Clementine. 3
June, 9.30pm, Teatro das Figuras,
Faro. www.teatrodasfiguras.pt

Festival Med. 27 – 30 June.
Loulé town centre. 289 400
600 www.festivalmed.pt

Water Kings
Championships. 18 – 19
May, from 12pm, Meia Praia,
Lagos. www.waterkings.pt

Lift Market Lagos - Every
Saturday

Patchwork Exhibition. 11
May – 19 May, from 3pm.
Algoz Espaço Cultural.

Festa do Sol – Quinta Vale
da Lama Open Day. 15 June,
Quinta do Vale da Lama, Odiáxe,
Lagos. www.valedalama.net

F1 Powerboats Grand Prix
of Portugal. 17 – 19 May.

Almancil Flea Market - 2 nd
and 3rd Sunday of the month

Chibanga Groove, Jazz
Crioulo. 25 May, 9.30pm,
Re-Criativa República 14
Cultural Association. Olhão.
www.cm-olhao.pt

Carvoeiro Black & White
Night. 15 June, 8pm – 3am,
Praia do Carvoeiro. www.cmlagoa.pt

SPORT

Quarteira - Every Wednesday

She looks into me by Nuno
Moreira. 11 May – 7 July,
Museu Municipal de Faro.
www.cm-faro.pt

Cartooning for Peace –
International Collective
Exhibition. Until 31 May,
Monday – Friday 9am – 5pm,
Teatro das Figuras, Faro. 918
708 414

Dino D´Santiago. 18 May,
9.30pm, Teatro Mascarenhas
Gregório Silves. Free entry.
www.cm-silves.pt

New Orleans Jazz with The
Dixie Kings. Every Monday
at Tivoli Hotel, Lagos (behind
the bus station) 8.30pm - open
to all, free entry - info:
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com

Loulé - Every Saturday

Lena R.E Vansteelant
exhibition. 3 May – 30 May,
Casa Manuel Teixeira Gomes,
Portimão.

Through the Window. Open
exhibition by Jessica Dunn.
25 May, Boliqueime. 962 544
650. www.jessicadunnart.com

Jazz in the Wineries –
Desidério Lázaro Trio. 18
May, 5pm. Quinta do Barranco
Logo, Algoz. Tickts €12. 282
440 800. www.cmsilvs.bol.pt
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São Bartolomeu de Messines
- 4th Monday of the month

EXHIBITIONS

Moonlight Between Us by
Frederik Beerbaum. Until
25 May, Monday – Friday, 9am
– 3.30pm. www.cm-aljezur.pt
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Burning Love by Algarve
Jazz Orchestra. 15 August,
from 10pm, Carvoeiro.
www.cm-lagoa.pt
Sunshine Big Band, Every
Sunday, 12.30pm – 2.30pm,
Fortaleza, Praia da Luz.
282 789 926
The New Orleans Jazz band
- Every Sunday, from 8pm at
O’Navegador Restaurant, Alvor
(overlooking the river in the
pedestrianised area)
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com

Palmistry Workshop. Every
Sunday until 9 June, 10am –
1pm, Parrot Castle, Lagoa.
911 058 633,
annewalkyourway@gmail.com
Natural Soaps workshop.
25 May, from 10am, Oásis
Loulé. 968 635 193
mimosadamaeterra@gmail.com
Superfood workshop. 25
May, 3pm – 7pm, Ser
Essência, Lagos. 968 635 193
Permaculture Design
Course. 1 – 14 June. Quinta
do Vale da Lama, Odiáxere,
Lagos. www.valedalama.net
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Trading Places

Fastighetsbyrån Academy - a step Natural Joki Flow
towards the industry’s best
customer experience

Fastighetsbyrån
For more information Tel:
(+351) 965 149 678,
(+351)289321327,
(+46) 8 511 023 30 or visit:
fastighetsbyran.se/algarve

Natural Joki
Flow
For more information contact
Paul on: 910 665 601 or
email:
paul@naturaljokiflow.com.

After 10 years in Spain and 5 years in
Portugal, we are the largest Swedish real
estate chain in the Iberian Peninsula.
With our concept, a local headquarters
and a large number of specialised offices,
we strive to offer our customers local
expertise in combination with a high
quality brokerage service.
As a leading player, we have now taken
a further step towards a quality service and
brought our education under our roof. In
collaboration with the Swedish Institute of
Business Administration, FEI, we carry out
courses in the Fastighetsbyrån Academy.
All employees in Portugal and Spain
undergo the basic education to ensure an
even and high level of knowledge.
The
customer
experience
is
central to the Academy.
Buying and selling real estate can be a
long process so we aim to train our staff in
all the legal aspects of the real estate
business and in how to provide the best
service possible.
We help develop the soft skills of our

agents and train them to think ahead,
nurture leads and keep clients engaged
and satisfied during the whole process,
including the after sales.
Because we do so much business in
Portugal, Spain and Sweden, we have a
very good knowledge and understanding
of our customers’ needs. Buying a home
abroad is difficult, there are other rules at
place and our clients do not always master
the language. It is important that our customers feel confident that we always have
the knowledge and expertise required.
Therefore, a Certification course in the
Academy is included, where we, as the first
Swedish player in Portugal and Spain, certify all our Listers and Sellers.
In our Portuguese offices we have
already been able to certify 50% of our
collaborators and we plan to reach 100%
of trained agents and brokers by the end
of this year.
The courses in the Academy should
take us closer to our vision: to become
Sweden’s most recommended company.

“Life is about adjusting
to change, and quite often
that is a difficult transition
for many of us”, these are
the thoughts of Integrative
Counsellor, Paul JokinenCarter, from Portimão’s
Holisitic Treatment Centre,
Natural Joki Flow. Paul
goes on to say, “And
during this adjustment
period we may experience
grief, anger, hopelessness
and despair, and not in any
particular order of course.
These emotions can come
and go as we move
forward in our lives. Some
emotions may stay for
days/weeks/months and
others may be fleeting.
Counselling can help most
people navigate through
difficult life changes, and
this is often centred around
loss, e.g. losing a job,
going through a divorce or
relationship seperation,
death of a parent or a close
relative/friend, getting old,
the list goes on”.
Paul has helped many
clients come to terms with
change and establish ways of coping and
building a future. One method he uses is
to encourage his clients to become an
observer of their emotions, behaviours
and attitudes to themselves and others.
Paul says, “by becoming curious about our
inner world and without judging what is
happening inside us, we can become our
own nurturing parent and look after the
parts of us that are in pain. This doesn’t
happen overnight of course. Everyone is

different, some clients achieve breakthroughs in just a few weeks and are able
to move forward with out any further counselling; but for others it can take many
months to sort through complex emotions
and life situtaions”.
For this reason Paul offers both short
and long term counselling. Each session
is for one hour. Potential clients can
contact Paul for a free telelphone
consultation.

A better sleep means a better life! AIM to pick the right removal
company for your removal
Bedrooms
Extra
For more information, Tel.
Almancil: (+351)
289050919, Lagos: (+351)
282762383 or visit: www.
bedroomsextraalgarve.com

Before

Aim Removals
For more information, visit:
www.aim.com.pt or contact
us on: 282 799 141
DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.

Following decades of trading
experience within the Algarve, Bedrooms
Extra know what they’re doing with
regard to UK beds. They import a wide
range of mattresses and divans that
comply with British Safety Standards, so
there will always a bed to suit every
requirement. As they only sell from their
extensive stock, there is no delay in
having your bed delivered and getting
that all important good night’s sleep!
Choosing a mattress is a very personal
decision – it’s certainly not a case of one
size fits all. It’s very important that you lie
on the bed and see if it gives you the
support and level of comfort that suits your
needs. Very often if you have back or joint
problems, you don’t need a firm or hard
mattress, but one that provides a mix of
both support and comfort. All of the beds
are imported from the UK, so there’s no
confusion on their size as they are all
standard UK sizes, Single 90 x 190,
Double 135 x 190, King-size 150 x 200 and

Super-king 180 x 200. Delivery covering
the whole of the Algarve is all part of the
service. The bed ranges unique to
Bedrooms Extra are well known brands
such as Relyon, Dura Beds and the new
MLily range (global partner of Manchester
United). The MLily range have removable
covers, are backed by a 5 year guarantee
and are also infused with a cooling gel.
Bedrooms Extra offer everything from the
traditional pocket sprung tufted mattress
to the multi-layered and varied graded
foam or even a hybrid! They also stock a
range of quality pillows, mattress
protectors, duvets, and of course, only UK
sized bedding. There are 2 showrooms
where you can visit, try the beds and see
where your next good night’s sleep could
come from.
The Almancil showroom is situated on
the EN125 at São Lourenço and the
Lagos showroom is situated on the
EN125 at Parque Industrial do Infante,
loja 9/10 Odiaxere.

AIM Removals & Storage are fully
aware that picking a removal company to
look after your move can be a daunting
task. Having looked after hundreds of
families moving to and from Portugal over
many years we guarantee to:
• Visit you at home to survey the items
that you plan to take with you.
• Provide a free written quotation and
offer guidance to help you plan your move.
• Wrap and pack your items if required
or be able to supply you with the correct
materials if you wish to do this yourself.
• Produce a full inventory of the items
for shipment.
• Provide full optional Insurance cover.
• Transport / ship your goods to your
new residence.
• Unload and unpack and takeaway
surplus packing materials.

For international shipments overseas
we will:
• Load your household effects into a
steel customs approved shipping
container.
• Arrange export customs clearance
in Portugal
• Arrange full shipment of the container
to the nearest port of your destination.
• Appoint an agent at destination who
will be your representative for Customs
Clearance and will arrange a preferred
delivery date with you.
• Professionally deliver and unwrap
items at destination.
• Collect the surplus packing materials.
AIM Removals & Storage have been
awarded membership of the BAR (British
Association of Removers) and are
committed to a quality service.

Property of the Week
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Townhouse in Clube Albufeira 2 bedroom, 2
bathrooms with 3 terraces and garden
This semi-detached duplex villa with 147 m² living area is
located in the well-known Club Albufeira Resort.
The resort has 5 swimming pools (one
heated), several restaurants, reception,
mini golf, tennis courts, security, mini
supermarket and a shuttle bus to the old
town. All of this on just 5 minutes from
the old town of Albufeira and the beaches
of Praia dos Pescadores and Arrifes / São
Rafael. Faro airport is on 30 minutes and
nearest golf course on 10 minutes driving.
This duplex villa overlooks the swimming
pool with beach bar.
There is a fully fitted, L-shaped
kitchen and a very large living room with
fireplace. The separate dining area is very
spacious and can be converted into a
third bedroom. From the living room,
there are 2 terraces and there are also
stairs, going down to where the
bedrooms are located.
On the ground floor there is a laundry
room, 2 large double bedrooms with built-

in wardrobes, storage areas and access to
the downstairs terraces and garden.
This villa is sold including air
conditioning, double glazing, parking
spaces and security.
The house has a huge potential and also
has an official rental permit (ALlicense).The rental income is around
€20,000 per year. The property is sold
furnished.
Both for individuals and investors very
interesting! It does not compare with the
standard T2 apartments in this complex.
Plan your visit now!
Property Ref: SVP796
Price: €245,000
For more information or to arrange
a viewing, call Divine Home (Albufeira
Office) on: (+351) 289 501 664, email
us: info@divine-home.eu or visit
www.divine-home.eu
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AMI 7557

Tel: 00351 289 314 312
Fax: 00351 289 314 260
info@silverholidays.com
www.silverholidays.com
Rua do Brasil,
Casa Italiana, Loja 5,
8125-479 Vilamoura

Quarteira

€167.500

*** Fantastic opportunity ***
Refurbished 1 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom
central apartment. This unique
apartment has been exceptionally
modernized, with plenty of storage. It
is in a very central position in Quarteira
offering access to local shops, cafes,
restaurants and beaches.

Fonte Santa

€255.000

*** New Listing ***
A partly refurbished two bedroom
townhouse situated in a friendly and
well established residential area
within walking distance the beach in
Fonte Santa. The property is laid out
over two floors and enjoys a beautiful
secluded back garden. A must see!

Vilamoura

€615.000

*** Great Opportunity ***
A well located 4 bedroom / 3
bathroom detached villa close to
surrounding bars and restaurants. A
large south facing swimming pool and
a beautiful garden. This property
would suit someone who is happy to
renovate to upgrade this property.

Vilamoura

€1.350.000

*** Golf Front Property ***
Traditional 3+1 bedroom, one storey
Quinta Style villa with private pool.
Located overlooking the ´Old Course´
in Vilamoura. The open floor plan
provides a spacious, luxurious feel
with brilliant views from the windowed
interior and relaxing patios.

Vilamoura

€925.000

*** Good Quality Property ***
A special, 4+1 bedroom villa, located in
a residential area of Vilamoura. It has a
large south facing pool and generous
sized garden with a wonderful outside
bar / entertaining area on its 1100m2
plot. A family home packed with
character with a stylish edge.

Prestige Property
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Renovated 3
bedroom
apartment
This spacious 3
bedroom, 2+1
bathroom apartment is
located in the Old
Village of Vilamoura.
Old Village is
renowned for its unique
surrounding.
The apartment is on
two floors over a floor
area of 140m2, with a
south facing roof
terrace. The
apartment has full air
conditioning and a well
equipped kitchen.
Master bedroom with
ensuite bathroom and
walk-in closet. Two
other good size
bedrooms. The

Property Highlight

apartment is for sale
with all the furniture and
fittings.
Walking distance to
supermarket, numerous
cafés, restaurants and
the famous Vilamoura
Marina and beach.
Good opportunity as
a holiday home or

investment.
Ref : FS888
€355,000 ono
For more information
on this propery email
info@fivestarvilamoura.com, call
289302762 or visit the
website www.fivestarvilamoura.com.

TV Guide brought to you by
SATURDAY 18

SUNDAY 19

BBC One

BBC One

06.00
10.00
11.30

06.00
09.25

12.00
12.15
13.00
14.00
15.35
15.45
15.55
19.30
20.00
23.40
23.55
00.00

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Live.
Nadiya’s British Food
Adventure.
BBC News; Weather.
Bargain Hunt.
Football Focus.
The FA Cup Show.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather; Weather.
Match of the Day Live: The
FA Cup.
Would I Lie to You?
Eurovision Song Contest
2019.
BBC News; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
Match of the Day: The FA
Cup Highlights.

BBC Two
08.45
09.15
09.45
10.45
12.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
22.00
22.45
00.20

Nature’s Microworlds.
Coast.
Astronauts: Do You Have
What It Takes?
FILM: Bears (2014).
Recipes That Made Me.
Kew on a Plate.
Best Bakes Ever.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Back in Time for the
Weekend.
The #100K House: Tricks of
the Trade.
Your Home Made Perfect.
Undiscovered Worlds with
Steve Backshall.
The Yorkshire Dales.
Dad’s Army.
BBC Young Dancer 2019
Grand Final.
QI XL.
FILM: Evelyn (2018).
FILM: Love Is All You Need
(2012).

ITV London
08.25
08.30
09.25
11.35
12.40
13.15
13.30
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.15
18.30
19.30
20.00
21.15
23.30
23.50

ITV News.
The Sara Cox Show.
James Martin’s Saturday
Morning.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
Save Money: Lose Weight.
ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
ITV Racing: Live from
Newbury.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News and Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
Ninja Warrior UK.
In for a Penny.
Britain’s Got Talent.
FILM: Godzilla (2014).
ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
Tenable.

Channel 4
06.10
07.00
08.15
09.35
10.05
10.35
11.05
12.05
14.45
16.00
16.35
17.35
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.15

Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Women’s Football World
with Coca-Cola.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Four in a Bed.
W Series Motor Racing.
A Place in the Sun.
Sun, Sea and Brides to Be.
Kirstie and Phil’s Love It or
List It.
Channel 4 News.
Great Canal Journeys.
Britain’s Most Historic
Towns.
FILM: Taken 3 (2014).
FILM: Legend (2015).

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
21.40
22.25
22.55
23.55
00.25
00.55
01.25

02.25
02.55

The Return of Flying
Scotsman.
FA Cup TOTP2.
Gary Lineker on the Road to
FA Cup Glory.
Cardinal: By the Time You
Read This.
Cardinal: By the Time You
Read This.
Top of the Pops: 1987.
John Williams at the BBC.
Blackadder II.
Blackadder II.
Blackadder II.
The Kacey Musgraves
Country & Western
Rhinestone Revue at Royal
Albert Hall.
World War One at Home:
The Trawlermen.
Gary Lineker on the Road to
FA Cup Glory.

10.00
11.00
11.30
12.05
13.05
13.45
14.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.20
22.30
23.10

Breakfast.
Match of the Day: The FA
Cup Highlights.
The Andrew Marr Show.
Sunday Politics.
Bargain Hunt.
Garden Rescue.
Songs of Praise.
Points of View.
Tennis from Wimbledon.
BBC News.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
Countryfile.
Antiques Roadshow.
Gentleman Jack.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather; Weather.
A Royal Team Talk: Tackling
Mental Health.
FILM: Spooks: The Greater
Good (2015).

BBC Two
06.20
07.20

Great British Garden Revival.
Glorious Gardens from
Above.
Countryfile.
Beechgrove.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
Athletics: Diamond League
Highlights - Shanghai.
Great Manchester Run.
Talking Pictures: Roger
Moore.
FILM: Escape to Athena.
Great Manchester Run
Highlights.
Turkey with Simon Reeve.
Dragons’ Den.
Undiscovered Worlds with
Steve Backshall.
The Ranganation.
What We Do in the Shadows.
What We Do in the Shadows.
I’ll Get This - Extra Helping.
FILM: Young Frankenstein.

MONDAY 20
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.55
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.35
23.00
23.45

Breakfast.
Rip Off Britain: Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Neighbourhood Blues.
Defenders UK.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
The One Show.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
EastEnders.
Salmon Farming Exposed.
Not Going Out.
Ghosts.
BBC News at Ten.
Back to Life.
Have I Got a News for You.
The Graham Norton Show.

BBC Two

22.00
22.30
23.15
00.15

Rip Off Britain.
Escape to the Country.
Antiques Roadshow.
The Week in Parliament.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
World Triathlon Series.
Taekwondo World
Championships.
Ray Mears’ Bushcraft.
Flog It!
Eggheads.
The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
The Victorian House of Arts
and Crafts.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show .
Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution.
I Love 1980.
Newsnight.
Louis Theroux: Anorexia.
Surgeons: At the Edge of Life.

Channel 4

06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.25
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Britain’s Best Walks.
Coronation Street.
Hatton Garden.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Serial Killer with Piers Morgan.
Tenable.

06.05
06.55
08.10
09.30
12.30

06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Extreme Cake Makers.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Supershoppers.
Tricks of the Restaurant Trade.
The Hunt for Jihadi John.
Sex on Trial.
First Dates.
Ramsay’sKitchenNightmares.

08.05
09.00
09.30
11.00
12.00
14.20
15.05
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.45
22.15
22.35
23.25

ITV London
08.25
08.30
09.25
10.25
11.25
12.25
12.30
13.45
14.45
15.15
17.40
18.05
19.00
20.00
22.00
22.15
23.10
00.10
00.35

13.00
14.00
15.30
16.30
17.30
18.30
19.00
20.00
22.20
23.20
00.25
02.10
03.00
03.55
04.50
04.55
05.50

ITV News.
The Sara Cox Show.
James Martin’s Sunday
Selection.
This Morning - On Sunday.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
ITV News and Weather.
Britain’s Got Talent.
Britain’s Got More Talent.
In for a Penny.
FILM: The Living Daylights.
ITV News and Weather.
The Chase Celebrity Special.
What the Durrells Did Next.
Midsomer Murders.
ITV News and Weather
Diamond Geezers and Gold
Dealers.
easyJet: Inside the Cockpit.
John Bishop’s Ireland.
Planet Child.

Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Sunday Brunch.
Tricks of the Restaurant
Trade.
Bake Off: The Professionals.
The Simpsons.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
A Place in the Sun.
Coast vs Country.
Channel 4 News.
Chaos at the Castle.
FILM: Star Trek Beyond
(2016).
Gogglebox.
Locked Up.
FILM: All Is Lost (2013).
Undercover Boss Canada.
French Collection.
BangonBudget.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Treasures.
The #100k Drop.
Countdown.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
00.30
01.00
01.30
03.00

Secret Agent Selection:
WW2.
Kew’s Forgotten Queen.
Walking with Dogs: A
Wonderland Special.
Life is a Circus.
Cruel Sea: The Penlee
Lifeboat Disaster.
Blackadder II.
Blackadder II.
Blackadder II.
Bollywood and Beyond: A
Century of Indian Cinema.
Kew’s Forgotten Queen.

06.00
06.45
07.30
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
14.45
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00

ITV London

Channel 4

11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.30
23.35
00.30

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.50
23.50
00.50
02.10
02.40

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Great British Railway
Journeys.
Victorian Bakers.
Swimming Through the
Seasons - The Hampstead
Ponds.
Iraq: A State of Mind.
Clydebuilt: The Ships That
Made the Commonwealth.
Spicing Up Britain: How
Eating Out Went Exotic Timeshift.
Arena: Paris Is Burning.
World War One at Home:
Cadburys at War.
Victorian Bakers.

TUESDAY 21
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.55
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.35
23.00
23.30
00.30

Breakfast.
Rip Off Britain: Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Neighbourhood Blues.
Defenders UK.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Holby City.
Years and Years.
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
Hot Property.
Young, Welsh and Pretty
Religious.
Nadiya: Anxiety and Me.
Life After Suicide.

BBC Two
06.15
07.15
08.00
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
00.15

Homes Under the Hammer.
Bargain Hunt.
Pubs, Ponds and Power: The
Story of the Village.
Great British Railway
Journeys.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Super League Show.
Street Auction.
The TV That Made Me.
Ray Mears’ Bushcraft.
The Hairy Bikers’ Bakeation.
Flog It!
Eggheads.
The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
Amazing Hotels.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
Alastair Campbell:
Depression and Me.
Live at the Apollo.
Newsnight.
Forensics: The Real CSI.
Your Home Made Perfect.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.25
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.15

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Save Money: Lose Weight.
Emmerdale.
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest
Airport.
Hatton Garden.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
On Assignment.
What the Durrells Did Next.

Channel 4
06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Extreme Cake Makers.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Bake Off: The Professionals.
24 Hours in A&E.
First Dates.
Ramsay’s 24 Hours to Hell
and Back.
Sex on Trial.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
01.00
01.50
02.50

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Great British Railway
Journeys.
India’s Frontier Railways.
Rhythms of India.
The Stolen Maharajah:
Britain’s Indian Royal.
Treasures of the Indus.
Plastic: How It Works.
Young Victoria:Timewatch.
How to Build a Cathedral.
India’s Frontier Railways.
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WEDNESDAY 22

THURSDAY 23

BBC One

BBC One

22.00
22.30
22.35
23.30
00.15

BBC Two

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00

Breakfast.
Rip Off Britain: Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Neighbourhood Blues.
Defenders UK.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show .
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show .
Watchdog Live.
Undercover Hospital Abuse
Scandal.
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
21 Again.
Valley Cops.
My Baby, Psychosis and Me.

BBC Two
06.15
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
11.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
00.15

Homes Under the Hammer.
Bargain Hunt.
Undiscovered Worlds.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Boss.
Street Auction.
The TV That Made Me.
Ray Mears’ Bushcraft.
The Hairy Bikers’ Bakeation.
Flog It!
Eggheads.
The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
Amazing Hotels.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show .
Summer of Rockets.
Mum.
Newsnight.
Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution.
Surgeons: At the Edge of Life.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.40
00.35

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest
Airport.
Coronation Street.
Hatton Garden.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Peston.
LaLiga Highlights.
When Football Changed
Forever.

Channel 4
06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’sKitchenNightmares.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Extreme Cake Makers.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Location, Location, Location.
The Virtues.
24 Hours in A&E.
999: What’s Your Emergency?
The Hunt for Jihadi John.

19.00
19.30

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Great British Railway
Journeys.
Queen Victoria’s Children.
Victorian Sensations: Electric
Dreams.
Workers or Shirkers? Ian
Hislop’s Victorian Benefits.
1066: A Year to Conquer
England.
The Victorian Way of Death:
From Body-Snatching to
Burning.
Amazon Abyss.
Decoding Disaster: A
Timewatch Guide.
Victorian Sensations: Electric
Dreams.

BBC Four
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
00.50
01.50
02.50

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.35

Breakfast.
Rip Off Britain: Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Neighbourhood Blues.
Defenders UK.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Eat Well for Less?
DIY SOS: The Big Build.
BBC News at Ten.
Question Time.
This Week.

06.25
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.15
16.15

FILM: Angels One Five.
This Farming Life.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
The Boss.
Street Auction.
The TV That Made Me.
Ray Mears’ Bushcraft.
Meerkats: Secrets of an
Animal Superstar.
Flog It!
Eggheads.
The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
Amazing Hotels.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
Big Animal Surgery.
Mock the Week.
Newsnight.
Weather.
The Ranganation.
What We Do in the Shadows.

17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.00

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime Newsr.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Holidays: All-Inclusives
Uncovered? Tonight.
Emmerdale.
Martin Clunes: My Travels
and Other Animals.
Hatton Garden.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Great Art.
It’s Not Just Cricket.

Channel 4
06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.05
00.10
01.00
01.55

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Extreme Cake Makers.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Secret Life of the Zoo:
Underwater Special.
FILM: Free Solo (2018).
Gogglebox.
Ramsay’s 24 Hours to Hell
and Back.
Undercover Boss Canada.
Phil Spencer’s Stately
Homes.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
00.30
01.30
02.30
03.00

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Top of the Pops: 1987.
Neanderthals: Meet Your
Ancestors.
Britain’s Nuclear Secrets:
Inside Sellafield.
Operation Cloud Lab: Secrets
of the Skies.
Botany: A Blooming History.
Top of the Pops: 1987.
Storm Troupers: The Fight to
Forecast the Weather.
Michael Mosley vs the
Superbugs.
World War One at Home:
The Spies Who Loved
Folkestone.
Neanderthals: Meet Your
Ancestors.
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FRIDAY 24
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.30
22.35
23.25
00.10

Breakfast.
Rip Off Britain: Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Neighbourhood Blues.
Defenders UK.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
EastEnders.
A Question of Sport.
Have I Got News for You.
Would I Lie to You?
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
The Graham Norton Show.
Sex on the Couch.
Killing Eve.

BBC Two

06.15 Homes Under the Hammer.
07.15 Escape to the Country.
08.00 Gardeners’ World.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 The Boss.
13.45 Street Auction.
14.30 The TV That Made Me.
15.15 Coast.
15.45 FILM: Swallows and
Amazons (1974).
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Eggheads.
18.30 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
19.00 Amazing Hotels.
20.00 Mastermind.
20.30 RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
21.30 The Looming Tower.
22.15 The Mini Mash Report.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.05 Front Row Late.
23.45 FILM: Leave to Remain
(2013).

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.10

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Countrywise: Guide to
Britain.
Coronation Street.
Hatton Garden: The Inside
Story.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
The Keith & Paddy Picture
Show.
Bear’s Mission with Anthony
Joshua.

Channel 4
06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05
00.35

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Extreme Cake Makers.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Unreported World.
Puppy School.
Gogglebox.
The Last Leg.
First Dates.
Four to the Floor.
FILM: The Pyramid (2014).

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.10
23.10
00.10
00.40
01.40

World News Today;
Weather.
Top of the Pops: 1987.
Dusty Springfield at the BBC.
Saturday Night Fever - The
Ultimate Disco Movie.
Bee Gees at the BBC and
Beyond.
People’s History of Pop.
Top of the Pops: 1987.
Psychedelic Britannia.
Dusty Springfield at the BBC.
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Directory
BOOKS

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

DRAINS

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

BUREAUCRATIC SERVICES

HEATING & COOLING

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS

CARPENTRY

sales@theportugalnews.com

Directory

The Portugal News • 18 May 2019
LEGAL

OPTICIANS

PAINTING & DECORATING

TOFTS
Paul Tofts
Decorating & Painting
tofts@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 918 938 004

After 6pm
Tel: 289 399 370

www.theportugalnews.com
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POOLS & SPAS
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Directory
Pool Covers

www.salagua.com
N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro
Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com
Call Us For Free Advice

...check
our great
Internet
Specials!

PROPERTY SERVICES

REMOVALS & STORAGE

Directory
TV & SATELLITE

STEELWORKS
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TakeABreak brought to you by
Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 4 Balance; 8 Rouses; 9 Florist; 10 Indian; 11 Icicle; 12 Lowering;
18 Optional; 20 Drivel; 21 Ravage; 22 Radiate; 23 Teller; 24 Leisure.
Down: 1 Article; 2 Run down; 3 Repair; 5 All right; 6 Adroit; 7 Castle;
13 Idolater; 14 Entails; 15 Allegro; 16 Ornate; 17 Avoids; 19 Images.
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CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Impolite (4)
3.
9.
10.
11.
13.
15.
17.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Clamber (8)
Distinctive (7)
Picks (5)
Exhumation (12)
Insecure (6)
Assert (6)
Concurrence (12)
Inexperienced (5)
Monkshood (7)
Tousle (8)
Remaining (4)

DOWN

1. Surplus (8)
2. Clothe (5)
4. Visitor (6)
5. A mass (12)
6. Equilibrium (7)
7. Relieve (4)
8. Import (12)
12. Passionate (8)
14. Rainfall (7)
16. Transfix (6)
18. Sound (5)
19. Ancient (4)

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Medium

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

DOWN
1. Stands straight up in bows (8)
2. Meditates on patrons of the liberal
arts (5)
4. Therefore go north and find an internal
state (6)
5. Lasting method for making a track (9,3)
6. One who is a danger to security
presents a characteristic alternative (7)
7. Walk with difficulty, lacking
backbone (4)
8. Rows among colleagues leading to
amiability! (12)
12. Puts on show associated with _The
Birthday Party__"! (8)
14. Sticks short notices round this place (7)
16. Invocations, one hears, give
satisfaction (6)
18. Senior joiner loses his head (5)
19. The mark of endless panic (4)
Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 4 Scholar; 8 Adroit; 9 Inflate; 10 Astute;
11 Regard; 12 Encircle; 18 Positive; 20 Patent;
21 Instil; 22 Auction; 23 Stitch; 24 Depress.
Down: 1 Palaver; 2 Protect; 3 Bitter; 5 Congress;
6 Oblige; 7 Attire; 13 Captious; 14 Dictate;
15 Wealthy; 16 Mature; 17 Letter; 19 Innate.

ACROSS
1. The renown of America, in part (4)
3. Operations centre (8)
9. Hold back a member of the second team (7)
10. The head of the monarchy after authentic
kingdom (5)
11. University man is an expert in skilful
devices (6,2,4)
13. Cast around and produce a mixed drink (6)
15. Native porter wearing fewer clothes, we
hear (6)
17. Do they establish corresponding
links? (5,7)
20. There's a remedy round the south for the
plague (5)
21. Give up unrestrained freedom of action (7)
22. Wasn't in favour of changing into a dress
tie (8)
23. Guns for a Royal Mail Steamer (4)

Hard
Last week’s solutions

Classifieds
Announcements

For Sale Private

Health & Beauty

PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING for Private
Villas, Restaurants,
Shops and Companies:
info@nice-cleaning.com

WANTEDPART-TIME
handyman/ plumber /
electrician, 4-hrs/week
,€100/mth. Near Salgados
Golf. txt:969629277
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Pets

TPN/TO/46844915

Jobs Wanted

TPN/TO/15964138

NO OUTSIDE AC UNIT:
SHS Solar Solutions ! visit
us: www.shs-pt.com

Auctions

Approx. 500 lots.
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Designer Handbags
• Furniture and Art
• Tools
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage &
Modern
• Sports Equipment
Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming
up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us
at info@ahalgarve.com

MOBILITYSCOOTER
(Drive). Good condition.
Safe/Very Reliable. Lagos
area. Can deliver. Recent
new batteries. Charger
included. Any trial, ready
to go. €495ono.
Tel.919955717.

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS

Fogo Montanha and freestanding
fires. On site expert quotation
Supply, install, service
& sweeps
sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com
Geoff Waller 289 489 958 or
967 721 209

TPN/TB/66342869

Kitchen
Renovation

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?
Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed Improvement
or your money back.
Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.

TPN/TO/74362352

Pools & Gardens
POOL & GARDEN
maintenance. Competitive
rates. Central Algarve
area. Call Frank,
917576699. Email,
adelevillas@gmail.com

LUXURY 3 BALL billard
table. French Carom 8ft.
Mahogany wood. €1850
Call: 966 006 666

Friendship
KIND AND HONEST
gentleman based in Lagos
wishes to meet an English
speaking lady for serious
relationship. Tel. 934801273
Place your free ad under

‘Friendship’
Call 282 380 315.

Furnature

SANTA LUZIA, Tavira.
Lovely two bedroom
apartment unexpectedly
available in June and July.
Pool, garage, top floor, lift.
Phone 967456330.
TPN/TO/94981986

Property for Sale

TPN/TB/51776929

LAND FOR SALE with Sea
View and building
permission. 1750sqm.
Areias de Porches. Tel.
919862899 / 918168877
TPN/TO/82154687

TPN/TO/61649579

Education
LEARNPORTUGUESE
easily on our accredited
courses (with focus on
conversation). A popular
10-day beginners course
starts 15 July.
Centro de Línguas de
Lagos. Call 282761070.
Email
info@centrodelinguas.com.

SHOP IN LAGOA for rent.
Equipped and ready to use
as a salon / hairdresser.
Equipement included in
rental. Tel. 919862899 /
918168877

LADYENGLISH
speaking only seeks
employment as carer,
housekeeper or cleaner
for rental apartments
honest and hardworking.
Contact 920062578 and
drlawriemitchell@gmail.com

POOL TABLE includes
all accessories and
delivery. 1200 Euros.
Call: 966 006 666.

10% discount when
you place online

Chimney Sweep

PADERNE 2 BED
detached house (off grid)
powered by solar energy,
generator and water pump
supplied,wood burning fire.
Looking for 1 or 2 mature
people ONLY. Rent 90.00
euros per week
Tel:918207136
TPN/TO/12186895

POOL TABLE - 8ft
850euros. Can be
delivered. Call: 966 006 666
NEXT LIVE AUCTION
Saturday, 1 June 2019
10.00am onwards
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Holiday Rentals
George & Son
BEACHLOCATION
APARTMENT. 2 bedroom
apartment (sleeps 7) only 5
minutes from the beach,
perfect location on the edge
of Quarteira/Vilamoura near
the beautiful beach, bars,
shops and restaurants in
Quarteira and close to
Vilamura Marina and
Casino, only £600 per week.
For more information and
photos, please phone
919 873 075

Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

VIVENDA POOLS offer a
full maintenance and
cleaning service for your
pool in the eastern
Algarve. Contact
vivendapools@gmail.com
or 918178940

For detailed information,
please visit our website:
www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.algarve-propertysearch.com

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294

TPN/TO/21947159

TPN/TO/84535643

PEACEFUL VILLA with
mezzanine, garage and
pleasant garden, 5 min
walk from Galé Fontaínhas
beach on the beautiful
Costa Vicentina, near
Melides €270,000 .
Call 926897510

Jobs Offered
BEFORE

WANTEDPART-TIME,
English-speaking domestic
helper,4-hrs/week, €100/
mth. Near Salgados Golf.
Txt:969629277

AFTER

TPN/TO/58167452

Marine

TPN/TB/46326124

Property for Rent

CONVERSATIONAL
PORTUGUESE. Join our
small, friendly classes in
Tunes or Albufeira. I have
beginners, intermediate
and advanced groups.
€10.00 per 2 hour session.
For more information
please call 919880793.

MONTEREY236
MONTURA cuddy cabin
sports boat, 5.0 Volvo V8,
fast and in excellent
condition. SSR registered.
On shore in Portimão. Must
go as have new boat Euro
10,500. Call +44 7831 497536.
Mikenod@btinternet.com

LONGTERMRENTAL
Available. Vilamoura 3
bedroom stunning
apartment. Communal Pool
Underground Parking.
1000 Euros Per month.
To view please call Silver
Holidays: 289314312

TPN/TO/81265383

TPN/PA/36685964

TPN/TO/17281576
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Property Services
& Building
LEAKING ROOFS
& Terraces.
Problems solved
27 years experience
in Algarve.
Call: 913 223 402.

BUILDING
WORKS
All types and sizes
carried out to a very
high standard.
27 years experience
Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com

Classifieds
VW GOLF 1.9TDI+ diesel,
2005, manual, RHD, UK,
history, good car, €1000,
966 087 442

Services offered
HANDY MAN. Hourly/
Price rate. No job too small.
Fire Safety Protection
Specialist (Domestic only)
Central Algarve
Call 933 991 967
TPN/TO/22715476

SELL YOUR, Antiques,
Collectables, Garden
Ornaments, Architectural
Salvage, Furniture,
Full House Clearances.
Contact Mark 914774438.

TPN/TO/41215312

Vehicles
WE BUY all kind of
foreigner cars with or
without Mot, Tax, running
or not, LHD/RHD. Cash on
Collection... Call us now
UK 07557355382 or PT
919291754

Removals &
Storage

TPN/PA/55516613

CLASSIC CAR
Mercedes 300D
W 123-1984
Totally restored.
Private Sale. 9,500 euros.
Call 966 006 666.
NISSAN QASHQAI 1.2
DIG-T 360 pack, Petrol
engine, Manual, owned
from new 2015, 66k mileage
€11000 ono. Tele no. 911
012 942

View these pages free online
www.theportugalnews.com

TOYOTA CELICA 2.0
GT.16 Manual. White.
Petrol. One owner.
Purchased new 1990.
R.H.D. Portuguese Reg.
IPO to Sept 2019. Low
mileage. Tow Hitch.
918732616
TPN/TO/74598728

WE BUY cars Algarve all
types of vehicles
considered. We buy PT
GB Dutch German
French. We buy damaged
and non runners. Call
David PT 911136377 UK
+447984932876
TPN/TB/98419894

Wanted
GOLFBUGGY
Petrol driven golf buggy
in good working order
required Contact Frank at
00353862843632 or
laveryfrank4@gnail.com
TPN/TB/44714514

Arts & Craft
Stand A&C

Alan Sheppard
Algarve Cards will be selling
the latest Greeting Cards,
Portugal Teddy Bear, new
Algarve Bear and Algarve
Jewels fashion jewellery at
unbeatable prices !

Dining Out

Classifieds
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Home
Improvements

Education
Health & Beauty

Pets

Food & Drink

Fashion &
Accessories

Miscellaneous

Call to book your
stand 282 380 317

or email
sales@algarvefair.com
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Classifieds
Services offered

Property

Food at the Fair
Pool & Garden

Technology

Golf

Golf vs football

N

ormally, I look
forward to this
time of year (the
break in the
football calendar) because
the talk of the title race is
getting a little tiresome.
The football season seems
so long, but this year there
has been some seriously
good stories especially the
Liverpool title race, where
they haven’t won in twentyeight years, unfortunately,
after this weekend’s
results, the wait continues.
Ok Liverpool weren’t good
enough to lift the title, but
the standard of the results
is staggeringly consistent
with only one loss in a
whole season.
What really must be the
toughest pill to stomach is
that they would have won
every other Premiership
battle, outside of last year
and this year’s winners who
happen to be the same
team - Manchester City. It
really goes to show how
tough sport can be, only
winners get the titles with
second best being confined
to almost always being
forgotten.
The only consolation being,
that they beat Barcelona
from 3-0 behind and now
have a shot at the
Champions League in a
couple of weeks’ time. That
would be enough to cement
a truly memorable season,
but only if they win. The
pressure leading into that
match must be amazingly
high, your team, your
manager and your club’s
success, for a season,
being defined by the result
of one night’s football.
Certainly not for the faint
hearted.
Which leads me to an
interesting comparison. If
you watched any of the
British Masters which was
hosted by Tommy
Fleetwood, you may have
caught him being
interviewed by Jamie
Redknapp, where there
were some very candid

comments from the host, all
around the differences
between professional
footballers and their golfing
equivalents. Tommy, since
his rise up the world
rankings, has now the
opportunity to rub shoulders
with the best of the best
across most sports, so he is
well placed to see what
sacrifices are being asked
from his peers in other
sports.
Especially since one of his
close friends is now Pep
Guardolia, his comment
was around how he craves
to have as much structure to
his life and calendar as a
Premiership footballer has.
He would love to have a
management team around
him with a controlled vision,
a plan as to how to achieve
success. Compared to his
own circumstances where
he ‘is his own boss’, can
watch a player on the range,
like what they are doing,
have a crack at their
movement and potentially
lose their way in a matter of
moments. Where the
footballer in comparison, is
told when to be at practice,
when to be on the bus, what
to eat, when to eat, where to
play, what system to play
etc.
There is always a safety
blanket around the
footballers’ lives where the
Tour Golfers have a
completely different
experience. The managers/
specialists around the
golfer have to be
individually picked by the
player not the other way
around. If the footballers are
having a bad spell, they can
be benched mid game, if
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So far this year seems to be the year of the comebacks. Tiger winning the
Masters was the start for the golf season with Liverpool and Tottenham proving
to be the football equivalent of the comeback specialists.

N

NEIL
CONNOLLY

Tiger Woods pictured here at the White House last week where he received the Presidential Medal of Freedom.
(Photo: EPA/Oliver Contreras)

they are injured they can be
side-lined, not so with the
golfer.
I am not at all saying that the
footballers have it easy, no
way, especially when you
look at the season which
has just occurred, Klopp vs
Guardiola. The closest team
to Liverpool was Chelsea,
25 points behind! Amazingly
consistent performance
levels over the months.
A week in and week out
grind, where you then
compare the reigning
Masters Champion who
has not teed it up

competitively since the
Masters. For the forty-three
year old this maybe a
blessing, where he gets to
peak for the next Major this
week, something which any
Premiership Manager
would be harangued for;
firstly having a forty-three
year old on the roster and
letting him sit out six weeks
of the competitive season.
Two totally different sports,
one is taking a short break
and the other is just getting
started hopefully setting
itself up to be a season for
the history books.
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Sport

Benfica – Champions in waiting
The Eagles need just a point from their game against Santa Clara on Sunday to
regain the Primeira Liga title they surrendered to FC Porto twelve months ago.

N

CHRIS
WRIGHT

Benfica players thank visiting supports in Vila do Conde after beating Rio Ave 3-2. (Photo: EPA/Hugo Delgado)

B

enfica faced a tough game
at Rio Ave but a third minute
opener from Rafa Silva plus
a João Félix strike on the
stroke of half-time should have
settled the issue.
That was all to change as a blistering
start by Rio Ave after the interval
resulted in them pulling a goal back
through Tarantini.
Six minutes later Pizzi restored
Benfica’s lead after receiving Alex
Grimaldo’s pull-back and picking his
spot from the edge of the box with a
clinical side-footed finish, in off the
post.
Second-half substitute Galeno
picked out the head of Ronan inside
the box for Rio Ave to reduce
Benfica’s lead and set up a nervous
closing period before the Benfica
fans could begin to start their
celebrations.
Nacional (Madeira) knew they had to

conjure up a spectacular result
against reigning champions FC Porto
if they were to have any hope of
staying in the top flight.
The hosts could and should have taken
the lead as early as the twelfth minute
through Brayan Riascos, taking
advantage of Eder Militão’s blind nod
back past his own goalkeeper before
firing his shot into the side-netting with
the entire goal at his mercy.
Alex Telles made the forward pay for
his miss just two minutes later with a
well-taken free-kick. Óliver Torres
took the opportunity to make it 2-0 in
the twenty-seventh minute, roaming
into the box relatively unchallenged
and dampening Nacional’s hopes of
escaping the drop with a low strike
into the back of the net.
Jesús Corona made it three fifteen
minutes after the break before
Moussa Marega’s penalty, three
minutes from time, rounded off a

comfortable 4-0 victory for the
Dragons. Sporting could only draw at
home to lowly Tondela who were
fighting for their Primeira Liga
survival.
The Lions took the lead as early as
the sixth minute. Sporting were
reduced to ten-men when Stefan
Ristovski received his marching
orders eight minutes before the
break. Bruno Fernandes, Luiz
Phellype and Mathieu missed golden
opportunities in front of goal just past
the hour-mark, proving costly for
Sporting after Tomané reacted first to
Xavier’s sixty-seventh minute corner
to turn in a crucial equaliser from
close range. SC Portimonense
secured their top flight place for next
season with a 3-2 home win against
Maritimo (Madeira) thanks to goals
from Henrique Custodio, Dener
Clemente and a Jackson Martinez
winner two minutes from time.

Leicester honour
Ricardo Pereira
Portuguese international Ricardo Pereira is the
toast of Leicester City after being voted both the
club’s Player of the Season and the Players’ Player
of the Season at their annual awards ceremony.
Having joined the Foxes
from FC Porto for €25m last
summer, Ricardo has
enjoyed an outstanding
debut campaign and as such
was recognised by the fans
and his fellow teammates.
“It’s always good to get
rewarded for your
performance over the year
and this is my first year, so it’s
even better,” Ricardo told the
club’s TV channel at the
awards night. “Coming to
one of the most difficult
championships in Europe or
even in the world, you never
know what to expect. There’s
a lot of players that come
here and have some difficulty

in the beginning, I know I was
prepared for that too, but it’s
been better than I expected!”
Ricardo has started thirtyfour of Leicester’s thirtyseven league games this
season, with most of his
appearances coming at
right-back.
The former Vitória de
Guimarães man has picked
his moments to find the net
this season, with his debut
goal coming on his 25th
birthday in October at home
to Everton and the second
proving a memorable winner
against champions
Manchester City just after
Christmas.

Nuno Espírito Santos and Bernardo
Silva nominated
Nuno Espírito Santo and Bernardo Silva have been
recognised for their outstanding seasons in England
by receiving nominations for the Premier League
Manager of the Year and Player of the Year awards.
Wolverhampton
Wanderers boss Nuno has
secured a seventh place
finish for the promoted outfit,
who have impressed this
season, particularly with
their form against the top
sides. Meanwhile, Bernardo
has been one of the most
lauded players in a
Manchester City team that
has defended their title with
another huge points total.
Nuno takes his place on
the exclusive 4-man shortlist

alongside City manager Pep
Guardiola, Liverpool’s
Jurgen Klopp and Mauricio
Pochettino of Tottenham
Hotspur.
Nuno’s cause has been
aided by the help of his vast
contingent of Portuguese
players: goalkeeper Rui
Patrício; defender Rúben
Vinagre; midfielders Rúben
Neves and João Moutinho;
forwards Diogo Jota, Ivan
Cavaleiro and Hélder
Costa.

